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MSU staff
pleased with
response

I

MSU game
to be on
KFVS-12
The Murray State University Racers will take on Ohio State
at 6:40 p.m. Thursday in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament.
The game will be televised
on KFVS-12 locally.
For more details about the
game, see page 8.

keep communications with (board
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
members) positive," said Staff ConStaff Writer
Murray State Staff Congress gress President Orville Herndon.
members are beginning to find "We can get ourselves in a realthat a little protocol goes a long ly bad predicament if we start
approaching things in an ugly manway.
ner."
the
uniafter
month
a
Nearly
The most positive news of
versity's last board of regents meeting, issues put forward by the Wednesday afternoon's meeting was
Staff Congress such as the pro- that the proposed sick-leave bank
posed sick-leave bank, pay increas- would probably be established,
es based on percentages rather with a few minor changes to the
than dollar amounts and parking original proposal.
"The good thing is that it looks
fees paid by installments have
received major attention by board like it's going to go," said Debmembers.
"We need to make sure we M See Page 2

Revenue
receipts
tumble
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Receipts to the Kentucky General Fund took a tumble in
February, raising questions
anew about whether the revenue projections for the year
ending June 30 are endangered.
Finance Secretary John
McCarty said Wednesday part
of the 6.6 percent decline in
receipts from February 1998
are attributable to one less
work day in the month this
year. As a result, receipts
received at the end of -February were not processed until
March and McCarty said there
is evidence of that in early
March figures.
In addition, McCarty said
the number and amount of
refunds for individual and corporate income taxes is higher
this year than last.
The result is that receipts
for the individual income tax
were down 3.5 percent in February. Corporate tax receipts
are downr-4-3-.5-percent—fer---the
entire fiscal year.
The total General Fund
receipts are running 2.8 percent ahead of the same eight
month period from a year ago.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A Thrush Lane man has been sentenced to eight years in prison
on drug possession charges that were enhanced because he also had
two weapons at the time of his arrest.
The term for Toby S. Bowker, 27, was one of three drug-related
sentences handed down by Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis Foust on
Monday during court proceedings.
Foust sentenced Bowker for two counts of first-degree possession
of cocaine, possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
All of the charges were enhanced because state and area authorities found two 9 mm pistols in his home June 23, 1998, when they

M See Page 2

Committee pushes
'get tough' strategy
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An advisory panel is suggesting the
state get tougher on schools by making it more difficult to win
rewards for test scores and showing less forgiveness for those whose
performances decline.
The committee is helping draft a new statewide testing system and
said Tuesday the program should be less generous with schools.
Created by legislators last year to represent parents, educators and
businesses, the committee emphasized that beginning in 2002, rewards
on the new state test should go only to schools that meet or exceed
their 14-year improvement targets.
The state Board of Education's draft of a new rating system would
give a share of the state's $27 million reward money to schools that
fall into a safety zone below their long-range improvement line. The
state board called that zone "progressing."
But the advisory panel suggested the zone be renamed "no consequences," since schools could actually have their scores drop over a
two-year cycle to end up in the zone.
"Rewards need to go to schools that exhibit the strongest performance," said Gary Mielcarek, a public affairs official at United

Bernard Kane
Ledger & Times photos

Senator pitches plan
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A of the money, and I don't have
Kenton County lawmaker wants any problem with that," Roeding
part of the state's tobacco settle- said. "I'm just after part of this."
Response from both farm leadment money spent to subsidize a
risk pool for Kentuckians who can- ers and health-insurance reform
not otherwise get reasonably priced advocates was less than enthusiastic. And the state legislature
health insurance.
Sen. Richard Roeding. R-Fort rejected the idea last year.
Gov. Paul Patton said he hasMitchell, pitched his plan Wednesdecided what to do with the
n't
GrowTobacco
Burley
day to the
ers Cooperative board. Farm groups state's money, including whether
around the state have asked that it should be funneled into a highat least half th' money be spent risk insurance pool or any other
insurance plan.
on agriculture.
"I'll have to talk to the mem"You're lookin {Qr 50 percent

• See Page 2

hers of the General Assembly to
come to some conclusion," he said.
"We need to do it in the context
of the total budget," which will
start to take form in the fall.
Sen. Joey Pendleton, chairman
on the Tobacco Task Force, offered
a measure of bipartisan support.
"Anything we can do to get
insurance premiums down.I'm for."
said Pendleton, D-Hopkinsville.
In 1994, the General Assembly
first attempted to reform health

Tonight Mostly clear. Low
around 30.
Friday...Becoming mostly
cloudy. High around 50
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MAKING MUSIC.. Eleanor Brown and
festival focuses on music
The
University.
State
Murray
at
weekend
this
and Competition being held
fields of study and perby women through the ages. and features nationally known performers in the
more informaformance. A free concert will be held Thursday and Friday evenings. Call 762-4288 for
tion.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The House and Senate
are nearing votes on bills designed to give schools
more flexibility in spending Thderal money.
The Senate broke through six days of procedural jousting and agreed to vote today on both the
bill and amendments demanded by Democrats to implement President Clinton's education proposals, including federal subsidies for hiring thousands of new
teachers.
Republicans and Democrats have battled over
whether the "ed-flex" bill, which would loosen
strings on certain federal dollars, should include
plans to spend $1.2 billion to hire 100,000 new
teachers nationwide to reduce class sizes.
Late Wednesday, senator leaders cut a deal to
put the bill up for a vote, along with a handful of
amendments that include the new-teacher plan. Republicans had opposed adding the plan to the ed-flex
bill, originally thought to be an easy. bipartisan favorite.
The House returns today, after a day of blocking Democrats' attempts to amend its version of the
bill. Lawmakers there also promised to finish the
bill today.
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D.,
predicted the Senate bill would pass easily. "We've

• See Page 2
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Congress
expected to
end deadlock
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Murray and Calloway middle schools took part in the
annual 8th-Grade Reality
Store Wednesday at the Curris
Center at Murray State
University. The project, sponsored by Calloway County 4H. Calloway County Middle
Youth Service Center,
Leadership Murray, Murray
Family Resource/Youth
Service Center and MSU,
gives young people a taste of
what awaits as they mull
career choices and life out of
school:
Top, Brandon Wyatt. a student at Calloway County
Middle School, ponders how
to take care of his charitable
obligations with Peggy
Billington of the United Way
Dustin Jones of Murray
Middle School tries to choose
among his many food choices
and the budget required to
cover it all.

Man sentenced
on drug charges

Comments
could hurt
candidate
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Texas Gov. George W. Bush's
statement that America is not
ready to ban abortions could
harm him in Kentucky, U.S
Sen. Jim Bunning said.
"It won't help him in Kentucky, because Kentucky is a
pro-life state," said Bunning, one
of the stronger anti-abortion
rights voices in Congress. "But
95 percent of his ideas are in
line with Kentucky voters."
Bush told reporters Monday
in Texas that he would support a constitutional amendment to make illegal most abortions. But he said most Americans wouldn't back such a
ban.
"In the meantime," he said.
"instead of arguing over Roe
vs. Wade, what we ought to
do is promote policies that
reduce abortions."
Bunning said former Vice
President Dan Quayle is
stronger on right-to-life issues
and may be an alternative in
Kentucky, although he did not
say he endorsed Quayle.
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The panel also said that the state board's plan would provide
state's top-scoring schools should
get banners proclaiming them
But if the schools meet or
"pacesetter schools" instead of a exceed their goals, they could also
share of the reward pot as the get money.

III Congress ...
From Page 1
reached a point where we
• are
going to be able to finish this
bill," he said.
White House spokesman Jake
Siewert said Clinton wasn't considering a veto — at least not
yet. "We'll wait and see how it
comes out in the Senate," he said.
Since education's emergence as
a popular issue of concern to voters, both parties have rushed to
be the first to pass an education
bill this session, leading to frustration on both sides.
The scramble is particularly keen

Staff Report
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Murray Ledger & Times
City police have arrested three
juveniles in connection with last
week's assaults on two city residents and expect to arrest at least
one more on robbery and assault
charges.
With the help of the Marshall
County Sheriff's Department, Murray police investigators on Tuesday filed charges against a 16year-old boy from Graves County and a 16- and a 17-year-old
from Marshall County.
All three are charged with one
count each of first-degree robbery,
a Class A felony, and seconddegree assault, a Class C felony.
The 17-year-old remained in the
custody of Marshall County officials on burglary and assault charges
there, according to police Detective Mark McCuiston.
The boys, along with at least
one other from Marshall County,
allegedly tried to rob, then assaulted local attorney Dennis Lortie on
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Broad Street and a male juvenile
on Payne Street.
Witnesses identified the suspects through a photo lineup,
McCuiston said. The incidents
apparently were "just random acts,"
he said.
In other cases involving juveniles, city police added felony
charges of theft of mail matter
and second-degree forgery to previous counts against a North Eighth
Street girl.
She and another juvenile allegedly wrote about $1,000 worth of
checks that were accidentally
mailed to their home.
Elsewhere, the Calloway County Sheriff's Department is still
investigating the theft of a $300
welder and $400 chain saw from
a Crossland Road shop.
Ted Grayson said Tuesday that
the items were taken between Monday morning and Tuesday morning from the shop, which did not
have a front door, according to
an incident report.
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in the Senate, where retirement
announcements leave seats up for
grabs in the 2000 elections in New
York, New Jersey, Florida and
Nevada.
The slate of amendments in the
Senate deal also allows Republicans to push their favored notion:
more special education funding.
"We're giving more control to
the state and local governments,"
said Joe Karpinski, spokesman for
the Senate Health, Education, Labor
and Pensions Committee. "We're
glad that it's coming up for a
vote. We wanted to get the bill
passed."

Graves, Marshall boys
charged with assaults
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Parcel Service and a member of
the school accountability advisory
group.
"Rewarding a school that's doing
less than what we've defined as
the highest performance doesn't follow the spirit of our system," he
added.
The panel also voted to slightly narrow the new rating system's
safety zone.
The recommendations now go
to the state school board, which
will take its final action in April,
and then must be approved by the
legislature.
The new system will go into
effect in 2002.
Board
Chairwoman
Helen
Mountjoy of Daviess County sat
in on Tuesday's meeting and predicted the state board would take
the suggestions very seriously.
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arrested him after he sold an
undercover informant one ounce
of cocaine for $1,200.
They also found three bags of
cocaine, marijuana, weighing scales
and $11,155 cash, including the
bills used in the undercover drug
buy, court records said.
Foust also ordered $6,000, the
two weapons and the scales forfeited to the Kentucky State Police.
The Mayfield Police Department, who set up the buy with
KSP, will receive $1,479.75, as
will the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. Commonwealth's
Attorney Mike Ward's office will
receive $995.50.
In another case, Foust sentenced
a Cape Girardeau, Mo., woman
to five years in prison for facilitation to manufacture methamphetamine and drug possession
and ordered five years probation
for a co-defendant.
The meth charge against Donna
Jean Davis, 38, as well as possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia counts, were firearm
enhanced.
City and county authorities
found two .357-caliber pistols,
$35,000 worth of meth, marijuana and scales at the Elizabeth
Lane home in Anderson Shores
that Davis shared with Ronnie
Norman Bugg and his brother, Mark
Bugg.
Foust sentenced Ronnie Bugg,

40, also of Cape Girardeau, to
five years for the same meth charge,
but ordered five years probation
while dismissing charges of possession of marijuana, drug paraphernalia and a defaced firearm.
Bugg is also ordered to pay
$400 in fees and a monthly supervision fee.
Other actions included imposing a five-year term on Jason
Spence, 25, of Van Cleave Road,
1 whose sentence will be served
with another Calloway County case
and a Marshall County conviction.
Spence's sentence stems from
his having a welder with the serial number either removed or
defaced which was stolen from
Schelce Construction Co. in Marshall County.
Spence had already received a
five-year sentence for 10 counts
of felony receiving stolen property and five counts of felony theft'
by unlawful taking. He was part
of a seven-man theft ring in Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri.
In other cases, Foust:
• Reinstated a five-year term for
Michael D. Peake, 27, of Dexter,
whose probation was revoked after
he admitted drinking alcohol, smoking marijuana and failing to get a
substance abuse evaluation. He was
sentenced in January for theft of a
firearm.
• Sentenced Phyllis Stubblefield,
44, of Almo, to four years in prison

for amended first-degree possession
of cocaine. She allegedly sold crack
cocaine during a city police undercover operation in February 1998;
police later found six other crack
rocks in her truck.
• Scheduled Sept. 28-29 as trial
dates for Joe Willis Glover Jr. and
his wife, Stacy Alana Glover, both
23, of Rolling Acres Lane. They are
charged with first-degree trafficking
in cocaine and Percodan, both Class
C felonies; trafficking in marijuana
more than 8 ounces, a Class D felony;
third-degree trafficking in Xanax and
possession of drug paraphernalia, both
Class A misdemeanors.

for employee sickness only.
Employees wishing to use days
from the bank to care for other
family members would not be granted permission to draw from the
bank.
Wagoner also mentioned that
there is a possibility that staff
members would be able to purchase dental insurance through the
university by October.
"Insurance companies realized
that the universities weren't going
to pay for it," she said, referring
to the extremely high rates that
can accompany dental insurance.
"That doesn't mean the rates may
not be outrageous still."
The staff also learned that parking fees can now be paid in installments. Employees paid monthly
will be able to pay in two installments, and employees paid bi-weekly will be able to pay in four.
Herndon said that the issue of
pay increases by dollars rather
than percentages was receiving
major consideration by MSU President Kern Alexander. He was also
encouraged by the board of regents
reaction to the idea last month.
"Unlike some of the presentations, there appeared to be quite
a bit of attention paid," Herndon
said. "The regents did seem to be
receptive to it."
Herndon went on to say, how-

ever, with the university's budget
restructuring going on, a significant change might not be felt
immediately.
"We may be at a point in the
budget process where we might
not see much difference this year,"
he said.

City police with a search warrant
found the various drugs in their home
in February 1998.
• Scheduled a Feb. 8-9 trial for
Kenneth Story, 56, of Farmington,
who is charged with 11 counts of
felony first-degree wanton endangerment for allegedly pointing two
weapons at a group of people at a
Hazel residence Oct. 12 and threatening to kill two of them.
• Slated a June I trial date for
Eddie Ray Beach, 37, of Riviera Courts,
who is charged with second-degree trafficking in a controlled substance for
allegedly selling L,ortab last July.
• Slated an Oct. 20 trial date for
Kenneth Hart, age unknown,of Puryear,
Tenn., who is charged with flagrant
non-support, a Class D felony, for
allegedly failing to pay $14,129
between August 1993 and September
1998.

• MSU
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bie Wagoner, associate director of
administration in facilities management. "Hopefully, it will be up
and running by October."
The most important change
would be the establishment of an
appeals committee in case anyone
should be turned down while trying to use a day from the bank.
This would replace a committee
originally designated to hear cases
before days could be approved.
Wagoner said that the decision
to switch the emphasis of the committee had to do with the possible release of confidential medical information that people might
want kept private.
"Most people will have already
been with Human Resources about
what the problem is, so they'll know
what's _going on anyway," she said.
The bank is also to be used

MFD responds
to kitchen fire
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A dish being cooked on the
stove apparently caught fire,
slightly damaging a South Ninth
Street home.
Nine Murray Fire Department
members in three trucks responded
to the blaze at the Chris and Ruth
Ann Drew residence about 5:15
p.m.' Wednesday. according to an
MFD spokesman.
Firefighters reportedly used a
hose to put out the blaze, which
burned the stove and the cabinet
area above it, and used a' fan to remove smoke.

In other concerns, Kimberly
Bradshaw, administrative secretary
of school relations, said that many
of the university's custodians are
concerned about not having radios
like other campus employees to
communicate with.
Recent events, such as the recent
report of a flasher on campus and
a report of an employee being
stuck in an elevator for a lengthy
period of time, prompted the discussion.
it's just a bad situation for
people to be working at night
alone," she said. "Someone could
fall and be injured and not be
able to call for help."
In other business, Bradshaw said
that while surveys regarding a proposed child-care facility on campus are behind schedule, the idea
is still very much alive.
"It's important that we encourage staff members to fill out the
surveys," she said. "They're going
to assess the information from the
surveys and then write a grant."

•Senator ..

Ron J. Cavanagh, M.D., M.P.H.
Psychiatry
.-Innounces the expansion of
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tives from the $3.45 billion Kentucky will get in the next 25 years
from the tobacco companies' $206
billion settlement with 46 states.
In 2000, when the General Assembly meets next, the state is supposed to get $112 million; for the
years following, the state will get
more than $100 million.
Roeding proposed taking $25
million in each of the first two
years, $20 million the third year,
$15 million in both the fourth and
fifth years, and $10 million every
year after that.
He told the tobacco growers
that their help on this issue would
benefit them in two ways: Farmers would get insurance, and the
agriculture leadership would get
good will.
Tobacco leaders seemed only
mildly interested in Roeding's proposal.
-When you cut 28 percent of
your income, one of the first things
to go is insurance," said Danny
McKinney. co-op CEO. The proposal merits consideration as a
way to help growers, he said.
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on Cavanagh specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of adults
and older adolescents with general psychiatric needs including
alcohol and/or chemical dependency. He is a participating provider
with Medicare. Anthem (including Option 2000) and most area
company plans.

Call or stop by today.

Cavanagh welcomes physician referrals and self-referrals. To
schedule an appointment with Dr. Cavanagh. call (502) 762-1575.

Ron J. Cavanagh. M.D.. M.P.H.
MCCH Mental Health Services
Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street. Suite 283W
Murray. Ky. 42071
502-762-1575
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From Page 1
insurance to provide coverage for
small businesses and workers who
don't get insurance through an
employer. Success was limited.
Lawmakers revisited the issue several times.
"We have over 100,000 more
uninsured people in Kentucky today
than when the General Assembly
started reforms in 1994," Roeding
said. And the state is down to
two insurers for people to buy
from on their own.
To entice insurance companies
back to the state, Roeding said,
the state needs economic development-type incentives — specifically a well-funded risk pool to
cover people whom insurance companies don't want to cover.
The state can pay for those incen-

3-year 5.400/0 Minimum
APY• Deposit $5,000

Dr. Cavanagh earned his medical degree from New York Medical
College. Valhalla. N.Y.. and his master's degree in public health from
the Boston University School of Medicine. His internship and
residency were completed at the National Medical Center. He is
certified by the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology and by
examination with the American Society of Addiction Medicine.

Psychiatry
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HEALTH NEWS
Study: Deadly liver cancer on rise
The most common form of liver cancer, a type that is nearly
always fatal, is on the rise in the United States and the increase
is likely to continue until hepatitis is better controlled, researchers
reported today.
The incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma increased 71 percent
from the mid-1970s to the mid-1990s, according to researchers at
the Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Albuquerque, N.M. Hospitalization and death rates for all types of liver cancer were also
found to be increasing at a similar pace.
The study was published in today's New England Journal of
Medicine.
Liver cancer will strike an estimated 14,500 Americans in 1999,
according to the American Cancer Society. Most will get hepatocellular carcinoma.
Only 5 percent of people with hepatocellular carcinoma are
alive five years after diagnosis, because the tumors usually are
found only after the cancer has spread.

Scientists identify gene
(AP) - Researchers have identified

the first gene known to
suppress obesity and regulate the burning of calories, a key step
that may help in developing a drug that keeps people trim.
The gene, known as Mahogany or the MG gene, was discovered in mice. It is the sixth gene found to be implicated in obesity, but researchers said it is the first discovered to regulate
metabolism and the expenditure of energy.
In one of two studies published in today's issue of the journal Nature, scientists at Millennium Pharmaceuticals in Cambridge,
Mass., tested groups of mice with normal and mutated MG genes.
They fed the mice diets with varying percentages of fat.
Mice with a mutated MG gene did not gain weight whether
they ate a high-fat diet or a low-fat one. Mice with the normal
gene gained weight on the high-fat diet.

Drug relieves psychosis
(AP) - Low doses of an anti-schizophrenia

drug can relieve
psychotic symptoms in patients with Parkinson's without worsening the tremors or other physical signs of the disease, researchers
reported today.
More than 1 million Americans have Parkinson's, a neurological disorder that causes progressive rigidity, tremors and difficulty moving. There is no cure, but drugs can slow the progress of
the disease and ease symptoms.
However, up to one-fifth of Parkinson's sufferers develop hallucinations, delusions and other psychotic symptoms from the drugs
used to treat the disease. And most anti-psychotic drugs just make
the tremors and jerky movements worse.
Until recently, doctors had few options, and drug-induced psychosis is the chief reason Parkinson's patients are put in nursing
homes.
However, a study in today's New England Journal of Medicine
found that the anti-psychotic drug clozapine decreased the psychotic symptoms and the tremors, and did not worsen other symptoms.

Barrett: McDougal aware of perjury
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
After failing to charge President
Clinton and his wife in the fiveyear Whitewater investigation, prosecutor Kenneth Starr is airing some
of the evidence he gathered against
them by putting their former business partner on trial.
Charged with criminal contempt
and obstructing Starr's investigation, defendant Susan McDougal
is using the case to do some airing of her own, trying to put the
prosecutor's tactics on trial.
Her attorney says Starr was trying to pressure Mrs. McDougal,
44, into falsely alleging wrongdoing by the Clintons. "She was not
going to cooperate with an investigation that was totally flawed
and corrupt," attorney Mark Geragos said, adding that his client
would testify in her own defense
and make clear she was concealing no crimes.
In opening statements Wednes-

day at Mrs. McDougal's trial, Geragos said that in a 1996 conversation with his client, Starr's prosecutors told her "you know who
we want and you know what we
want."
Starr prosecutor Mark Barrett
said "we vigorously and categorically deny that" Starr's office had
sought perjured testimony from
Mrs. McDougal to implicate the
Clintons.
Geragos told the jurors he would
show his client was being "used
as a pawn ... to get the president
or the first lady."
Barrett opened the trial by charging that Mrs. McDougal's refusal
-,to testify before a grand jury has
kept investigators from determining whether Clinton lied under
oath about his business dealings.
Starr has documents, but no
central witness to testify against
the president and Hillary Rodham
Clinton, whom he has been inves-

tigating since 1994 as was his
predecessor, Robert Fiske, in connection with the 1980s real estate
venture known as Whitewater.
The Clintons were partners with
Mrs. McDougal and her late husband, James, in the venture. Both
the McDougals were convicted and
imprisoned as a result of the Starr
investigation. James McDougal died
in prison.
Among Starr's evidence touching on the Clintons: a $27,600
cashier's check from 1982 found
in the trunk of an abandoned car
and made payable to "William Jefferson Clinton." A $5,081 check
from Mrs. McDougal's account
beartng the notation "payoff Clinton."
Barrett suggested the records
raise questions of possible perjury
by the president, who testified in
1996 that he never took out a
loan from the savings and loan
owned by Mrs. McDougal and her

Company to revive sponge
WASHINGTON (AP) — A New
Jersey company is preparing to
bring back the Today Sponge, the
most popular over-the-counter contraceptive for women before it was
taken off the market in 1995.
Allendale Pharmaceuticals Inc.
told The Associated Press on
Wednesday that it has bought the
contraceptive sponge from its previous manufacturer and hopes to
begin selling it again by fall.
"There's still a great need for
the sponge," said Allendale chief
executive Gene Detroyer, who plans
to formally announce the product's return at a contraceptive meeting in San Francisco this weekend.
It was good news for family
planning groups.
"We're pleased and excited that

it's coming back," said Susan Tew what higher in women who had
of the Alan Guttmacher Institute, gone through childbirth, Tew noted.
which says that there are not
Whitehall-Robins
Healthcare
enough contraceptive choices for
quit
selling
the
Today
Sponge in
American women.
"Women need different meth- 1995 for financial reasons: It decidods at different points in life. ... ed it would cost too much to corCertainly it's not for everyone," Tew rect manufacturing problems the
cautioned. "But those contracep- Food and Drug Administration had
tive sponge users loved that uncovered at the old factory where
method" before Today disappeared the sponge was made. To the distress of women's groups, it pulled
in 1995.
Today
off the market instead of
With its low risk of side effects,
upgrading
the factory.
the sponge was attractive to women
who had problems with prescribed
The FDA stressed that there
hormonal contraceptives or diffi- never was any problem with Today's
culty with more complex inserted safety, just with the factory.
devices.
No contraceptive sponge has
But its appeal was limited by
been sold in the United States
a relatively high failure rate, about since. Women in France, Canada
10 percent in women who had and a few other countries can buy
never borne children and some- competing sponges made abroad.

husband.
"Bill Clinton said 'I never
received a loan from" the
McDougals' failing savings and
loan, Barrett said.
In fact, Barrett said, the $5,081
check had been partial payment
of the $27,600 cashier's check,
which was used to pay off a Whitewater debt.
This is the third trial for Mrs.
McDougal in three years. She was
convicted of fraud charges brought
by Starr in 1996 and sentenced
to prison and more recently was
acquitted in a California state trial
of embezzlement. Her current trial
is for refusing repeatedly to answer
grand jury- questions from Starr's
prosecutors.
Mrs. McDougal was granted
limited immunity by Starr in
exchange for her testimony and
still refused to give it, resulting
in her being jailed for 18 months
of civil contempt.

Do you
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or IRA
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Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees accumulate wealth for the
future Earl., surrender charges apply

753-4703
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New safely labels required
WASHINGTON (AP) — Consumers soon should find it easier
to use those drugstore remedies that now require a magnifying
glass just to read the safety warnings.
New regulations taking effect today require all over-the-counter medicines to carry more consumer-friendly labels so patients
can tell at a glance which drug will relieve their symptoms —
and how to use it safely.
"For parents, the elderly and for all Americans, being able to
read and understand over-the-counter drug labels is essential to
their health," Vice President Al Gore said.
He was scheduled to announce the new regulations at a White
House ceremony today.
The -Food-and--Drug Administration—rule replaces today's labels
— which often bury crtiejal information in tiny type and baffling
medical jargon — with instructions in larger print and in a special format highlighting proper dosages and safety warnings.
It is similar to the simplified nutrition label the FDA put on
foods in 1994.

MONTHLY WIRELESS BILL
LONS-TERM_CONTRACT
CREDIT CHECK

AROUND THE NATION

SURPRISES

Drug abuse depictions win awards
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — Responsible depictions of
drug abuse won accolades for television's "ER" and "The Promised
Land," along with the film "Down in the Delta."
They received Prism awards from Entertainment Industries Council Inc., a nonprofit organization that tries to encourage producers
to focus accurately on drugs, AIDS and other social issues.
The awards were given Tuesday in partnership with the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
"People have a tendency to think of the entertainment industry
as just entertainment, but actually it's the nation's largest and
most effective educational system," said Dr. Alan Leshner, director of the drug abuse institute.
The NBC drama "ER" was honored for a story line about the
drug-addicted cousin of Dr. John Carter, played by Noah Wyle.
"The Promised Land," on CBS, was recognized for an episode
about heroin abuse.
"Down in the Delta" was honored for Alfre Woodard's portrayal of an inner-city woman helped through drug problems by
her family.

0

TIME LIKE THE PRESENT

Kaufman files lawsuit
NEW YORK (AP) — Celebrity restaurateur Elaine Kaufman
has filed a $3 million lawsuit against a customer who had her
arrested after a scuffle.
The owner of Elaine's accuses James Sorrels, a marketing executive, of malicious prosecution, abuse of process and procuring
her false imprisonment in the incident last April.
Sorrels told police Ms. Kaufman scratched his face and called
him "white trash" after he ordered two drinks at the restaurant's
bar. Ms. Kaufman said Sorrels stepped close to her and intimidated her, and she raised her hands to protect herself.
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GOP gaining strength

FROM OUR READERS
That would mean that in seven years each
retiree would lose about one year's benefits.
The situation is serious because in the foreseeable future 76 million baby boomers will be collecting Social Security and Medicare benefits. I
urge everyone to send his or her two US senators
and congressperson a message.
Tell them to: "Keep your hands off my COLA
and stop playing politics with the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

Dear Editor:
Last year our Social Security trust collected $89
billion dollars more than it spent. We have always
had annual supluses. Currently our public servants
are considering a 1 percent cut in the cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs)
That may seem like a mere bag of shells but
to a struggling senior citizen or disabled American
it is the difference between dignity and begging.
The public servants are putting pressure on the
Bureau of Labor Statistics to change their methods for calculating the consumer price index. In
effect we could be talking about a 2 percent reduction in our COLAs.

Thomas Paine Caslander
123 Lionshead Drive West
Wayne, N.J. 07470

Delaying aid to groups
U.

WASHINGTON(AP)— Despite
strong support on Capitol Hill for
funneling military aid directly to
Iraqi opposition groups, the Clinton administration still hasn't
released any of the $97 million Congress provided for that purpose.
The Iraqi groups are divided
and the administration is proceeding cautiously — too cautiously,
critics suggest.
Even as it is being pulled by
the Republican-led Congress to do
more to punish Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, the administration
is seeing cracks developing among
U.S. partners in the region concerned that the United States may
be doing too much.
"We do not wish to see Iraq
bombed daily," the foreign minister of Qatar, a moderate ally in
the Gulf region. said at a joint
news conference on Tuesday with
Defense Secretary William Cohen.
Meanwhile,
has
Turkey
expressed misgivings about providing assistance to the Iraqi opposition because of its own Kurdish
problem — fearing it might fuel
the fires of independence toward
creation of a separate Kurdish state
in northern Iraq and, eventually,
southeastern Turkey.
Recent reports that the White
House was planning to hire Kenneth Pollack, a former military
analyst at the CIA now at the
National Defense University in
Washington, as an Iraq specialist
has further annoyed administration
critics.
Pollack had criticized the plan
to remove Saddam from power by
helping to mount a democratic revolution — including in an article
in the January-February issue of
Foreign Affairs.
"He's stated very openly ... his
questioning of the Iraq Liberation
Act and whether or not that is a
plan that will work," said Sen.
Sam Brownback. R-Kan., at a hearing of the Senate Foreign Rela-

tions subcommittee on Near Eastern and South Asian_ affairs, which
he chairs.
P.J. Crowley, a White House
National
Council
Security
spokesman, declined to say on Tuesday whether a decision had been
made to hire Pollack.
Crowley did say that none of
the $97 million worth of military
aid authorized by the Iraqi Liberation Act of 1998 "has been exercised at this point."
Supporters of that legislation
are also distressed that the administration continues to allow Marine
Gen. Anthony Zinni, the U.S. military commander in the Persian
Gulf, speak out against the administration's strategy.
Zinni has said the legislation
could lead to "another rogue state."
The program, propounding support for an overthrow of Saddam's
regime, was first opposed by the
administration.
But President Clinton signed it
in late 1998 after it passed Congress with overwhelming support.
It required the president to select
organizations that might qualify
for the aid, mostly surplus U.S.
military equipment. But after Clinton designated seven such organizations in January, two of the
groups quickly said they did not
want the aid.
"There isn't any clear sense of
any groups out there where we
could get a bang for the buck,"
said Sen. Joseph Biden of Delaware,
the senior Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
He said that while he recognizes GOP support for the pro-

gram is high. "this is still a work
in progress."
Biden said he continues to
believe the "most fertile ground"
for destabilizing Saddam remains
with the regular Army.
U.S. warplanes have hit some
200 Iraqi targets since mid-December, clearly wreaking damage to
Saddam Hussein and his army.
But administration critics claim
they're tired of the waiting game.
"It seems to me that we are hesitating and stopping and doing
things that are on the periphery,"
Brownback said.
Beth Jones, an assistant secretary of state for Near East affairs,
told him at Tuesday's hearing that
the groups involved, including the
London-based Iraqi National Congress, still aren't ready to get the
aid.
"We want very much to disperse the equipment ... but need
to make sure we do it in a responsible way, a way the groups can
use," she said. "We don't believe
they are in a position now to
receive it."
"So patience is the watchword?"
Brownback asked her.
"No, not patience," she replied.
"It's a tremendous amount of talking, cajoling, meetings, traveling
around to make sure we get the
right people in the meetings, bringing Iraqis together who have not
talked to each other for quite a
long time, bringing Iraqis together who haven't worked together,
creating a genuine coalition among
the Iraqis who don't naturally necessarily come together."
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Outdealt before at budget poker, House
and Senate Republicans are trying
to settle on spending, surplus and
tax terms to set their hand for
showdowns with President Clinton.
Their leaders gained agreement
on a first-step budget plan, as an
outline, details to come later in
appropriations bills.
Plus a tax cut short of what
they had wanted.
To get this far, they are settling for a tax cut of at least $15
billion and perhaps $25 billion
going into the 2000 presidential
campaign year, with a promise of
far more generous ones to come
later.
All that is subject, of course,
to terms Clinton will sign into
law.
Essentially, they are yielding
points now, compromising with
themselves — to the dismay of
some conservatives — rather than
risk the disarray that worked to
Clinton's advantage last time.
For the 2000 budget, effective
next Oct. 1, this is all going to
have to be done within spending
ceilings that will force cuts from
current levels, unless Congress and
Clinton agree to lift the limits to
avoid the squeeze.
They managed it in 1998 on
the legislative pretext that an extra
$21 billion in spending, some Clinton's, some for congressional wants,
was for emergencies and therefore
not subject to the limits, or caps,
in budget talk.
Those caps were set in the 1997
budget agreement, and to comply
with them this year, spending subject to annual appropriations
a
bit less than one-third of the overall budget — cannot exceed $536
billion.
The Republicans said their budget plan will stay within that limit.
But they want $16 billion in
defense spending increases, which
would force sharp reductions in

domestic programs Clinton will
defend, up to and including appropriations vetoes.
According to the Republicans,
the spending Clinton wants would
exceed the caps by about $33 billion.
His budget proposed an array
of tax measures to pay for new
spending, almost all of them repeat
requests for tax changes the Republican Congress has rejected before
and almost certainly will again.
The GOP comeback is that Clinton proposed financing he cannot
get for spending that would cut
into the budget surplus and the
Social Security trust fund behind
it.
In the government's way of keeping the books, surplus Social Security taxes account for the black
budget ink until 2002.
Under the Republican plan, surpluses generated by Social Security taxes could not be used for
anything else.
That is an attempt to outdo
Clinton on an issue he preempted in 1998 by declaring that none
of the surplus should be spent
until the financing of Social Security is overhauled and guaranteed
through the mid-21st century.
That gave him leverage against
Republican tax cut plans because
they hardly could say no.
Clinton now has repeated that
with more detail: He wants 62
percent of surpluses through 2014
used for Social Security, 15 percent for Medicare, and the rest
for other programs, including
increased defense spending.
Now the Republicans are trying to outdo him with a budget

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Daily News, Bowling Green
Science and statistics can be dull at times, but
they also can dispel myths and reveal truths. A
few myths were dispelled in late February when
population researcher Ron Crouch released some
of his census data findings. Crouch directs the
State Data Center at the University of Louisville.
In his view, the state samplings dispel myths
that Kentucky is a rural state, bottom heavy with
young women prone to early motherhood, and suffering from a "brain drain" because the brightest
students choose out-of-state colleges at alarming rates.
Figures paint a different view of the state.
According to Crouch, the 1990 census showed
that Kentucky was mostly urban. Fifty-two percent
of its people lived in places with at least 2,500
residents. One can quibble with Crouch's interpretation of these figures in the sense that a town
with 2,500-plus residents can hardly be classified
as urban in the same way as, say, New York City.
In that sense, Kentucky still is more of a rural
state than California or Florida, where asphalt has
paved over huge stretches of farmland. Being
"rural," in that sense, is a plus.
Crouch's figures show that the teen birth rate
has declined by a fifth since 1975, a statistical
piece of good news. At that time, teen births
accounted for a quarter of all live births. Today,
they account for about 20 percent of live births.
In that same period, births to women ages 30
and older nearly doubled to 25 percent. Figures
also indicate that those women are better educated. Thirty-seven percent of those giving birth in
1994 had education beyond high school.
Although the state's population remained basically flat during the 1980s and lost 171,000 people who moved away, that trend has been reversed.
Total growth through July 1996 was 200,000, including 91,000 who moved into the state. ...
Most of the trends the census figures reveal are
good for the state. Legislators can use this information in planning for legislation and in aiding
the state economy. ...
The Independent, Ashland
Area cities and counties would be wise to heed
the advice of the regional director of the 2000
census: Be prepared.
Instead of just relying on the U.S. Census Bureau
to provide an accurate count, communities can take
steps to help the bureau do its job, says Susan
Hardy, a regional census director whose five-state
area includes Kentucky. She recommends that local
communities establish complete count committees
to assist the Census Bureau in getting accurate
population figures.
• Now is the time to form those committees. It
is far wiser to assist the bureau before and while
the census is taking place than to simply complain
about a low count after the numbers are in.
There were no shortage of complaints from area

• '

leaders after the 1990 census. Elected officials in
Ashland, F1atwoods, Morehead and elsewhere were
sure there were more people residing in their communities than the census takers counted — and
they may have been right, but there was little that
could be done about it after the fact.
The need for local input to assure accuracy
becomes even more important in light of how
Uncle Sam proposes conducting the 2000 census.
The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that census
figures used for congressional reapportionment must
be based on actual counts. However, the Census
Bureau is proposing that the actual count be used
for congressional redistricting and that statistical
data be added to the actual count to determine a
community's population for the distribution of federal dollars.
In other words, each community could have two
counts: One actual and the other estimated based
on statistics.
There are two compelling reasons for communities to be involved in assuring an accurate count:
Power and money. In addition to determining the
number of representatives in the U.S. House, population figures help decide which cities get a share
of the $180 billion handed out in federal money
each year for programs such as public housing. ...
The Kentucky Post, Covington
Like a lot of politicians. U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell was just working the crowd early last
this week, telling some Kentuckians what they
want to hear, making an impression about how
he's their man in Washington.
That had to be it. How else could you explain
McConnell's remarks?
The topic was tobacco. The audience was Kentucky farmers. And McConnell's message was one
the farmers could cheer, one they sorely want to
believe, one to give them false hope: Tobacco's
health risks, according to McConnell, have been
exaggerated by the Clinton administration.
"The problem is Bill Clinton and Al Gore,"
McConnell told a delegation from the Kentucky
Farm Bureau on Wednesday. "The administration
took a low-level health issue and elevated it up to
a national crusade. They're using the heavy hand
of the federal government to destroy this industry."
Oh. please. Why this aversion to the truth? Why
this denial about what a deadly product the tobacco industry — from farmers to the giant companies — puts into the hands of the public?
If McConnell and tobacco farmers dislike President Clinton or dislike his efforts to curb teen
smoking or dislike the high taxes on Kentucky's
top cash crop, that's one thing. But to soft-sell the
harm tobacco does to the nation was disingenuous
at best, dishonest at worst. ...
McConnell should be ashamed for blowing such
smoke.
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plan they say would lock up the
Social Security trust fund instead
of continuing to use it as a sort
of bank for borrowing to cover other
government spending, as both GOP
and Democratic administrations
have done.
The House and Senate budget
committees are to act on the plan
next week, and GOP leaders hope
to get the budget resolution enacted within the month.
That is supposed to be done
by April 1; last year it was not
done at all, the first time in 24
years Congress had failed to adopt
its own budget.
It does not go to Clinton and
it is not binding; it is a blueprint
to be filled in with appropriations
and tax legislation.
That did not get done last year,
either.
Only one of 13 appropriations
bills passed before the Sept. 30
deadline, only eight ever were
enacted. Instead, the budget was
bargained into a single gigantic
money bill.
With
Republicans divided,
Democrats resisting program cuts
and Clinton vetoing spending bills
short of what he demanded, the
impasse worked in his favor.
He blamed it on the Republicans, accused them of failing the
most basic responsibility that goes
with control of Congress, and held
out the threat of government shutdowns unless they settled.
They had been there before, in
1995, when there were shutdowns
for lack of appropriations and the
whole mess backfired on Republicans.
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Harold R. Musch, 77, Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died Monday,
March 8, 1999, at 6:44 p.m. at the home of his daughter, Kathy
Klossner, Murray.
He retired after 22 1/2 years with the Tempel Steel Co. of
Skokie, Ill., and served with the U. S. Navy for six years aboard
the USS Boggs. He was a member of the Lutheran church.
Two sons, Donald R. Hildebrand and James K. Hildebrand, and
five brothers preceded him in death. Born Aug. 29, 1921, in Letts,
Iowa, he was the son of the late Charlie Musch and Nora Thornton Musch.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alta Mae Hildebrand Musch,
to whom he was married on Sept. 14, 1957; two daughters, Mrs.
Kathy Hildebrand Klossner and husband, Albert, Murray, and Mrs.
Kathleen F. Hildebrand Rose, Victorville, Calif.; five grandchildren, Karlene Hildebrand, Murray, Dawn Hildebrand Tuescher.
Janesville, Wis., and Karen Margardonna and husband, Gregory,
Carol Hildebrand and Donald Hildebrand, all of California; a
nephew, Dean Musch and wife, Lee, Yelm. Wash.; one niece,
Margaret Musch Odor and husband, Eugene, Grand Bay, Ala.;
special friends, Bill Ellis, Murray, and Charley and Marilyn Ellis,
Cookeville, Tenn.; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. at Heavenly Host Lutheran Church, Cookeville, Tenn. The Rev. David Riley of Murray
will officiate. Burial will follow in Crestlawn Memorial Cemetery,
Cookeville.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.

JESSE CREWS
& Orr Funeral Home, Paducah.
Mike Tanaro, Harold Council and
Tim Mehta will officiate. Burial will
follow in Woodland Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to the American Cancer
Society, P.O. Box 2615, Paducah,
KY 42002-2615.

Mrs. Susan L. Downs
The funeral for Mrs. Susan L. Downs will be Friday at I p.m.
in the chapel of Murray Memorial Gardens. Ewing Stubblefield
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie Lane, Charles Lane, Ronnie Jackson, Tim Lax, Larry Wimberley and Buren Erwin. Burial will follow in the gardens with arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of
Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thugsday).
Mrs. Downs, 80, West View Nursing Home, formerly of 403
South 11th St., Murray. died Tuesday. March 9, 1999, at 6:57
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Blood River Church of Christ. Born
June 1. 1918, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Cleve Lax and Novella Housden Lax.
Survivors include her husband, Robert Downs; three sisters,
Mrs. Joe Erwin and husband, Buren, Hazel, Mrs. Velma Jackson,
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Ormie Hart, Nashville, Tenn.; one brother.
John Lax and wife. Frankie, Murray; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Aline McClure
The funeral for Mrs. Aline McClure was today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. G.T. Moody
and Dr. Terry Ellis officiated. Congregational singing was led by
Mike Crook with Alene Knight as pianist.
Pallbearers were Andy Henry, Chris Henry, Nicky Knigtv, Jeff
McClure, Jason McClure and Bob Stokes. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Angel Fund of
Calloway County Family Resource Center, 1169 Pottertown Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071 or to Parkinson's Disease Foundation, William
Black Medical Center Bldg., Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center, 650 - 168th St., New York, NY 10032-9902.
Mrs. McClure, 75, Kenwood Drive, Panorama Shores, Murray,
died Tuesday, March 9, 1999, at 10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She had retired after 20 years of service with the Murray State
University Home Economics Department, and was a member of
First Baptist Church, Murray, and of the Esther Sunday School
Class.
Born Oct. 6, 1923, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Rev. Loyd D. Wilson and Reba Rose Wilson Lawrence.
One brother, H.W. (Stub) Wilson, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Grayson McClure, to whom she
had been married for 58 years; one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Henry
and husband, Jerry, one sister, Mrs. Gela Edwards and husband,
William, and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Evelyn Wilson Chilcutt, all of
Murray; a brother-in-law, G.K. McClure and wife, Ruth, Memphis,
Tenn.; five grandchildren, Andy Henry and wife, Susan, Evansville, Ind., and Leigh Knight and husband, Nicky, Chris Henry
and wife, Wendy, Jeffrey McClure and wife, Alisha, and Jason
McClure and wife. Ginny. all of Murray; two great-grandchildren,
Kassidy Knight and Mirinda McClure.
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Looking for a great way to
shake off those winter blahs? Try
getting uP and shaking a leg in
Murray State University's new folk
dancing class. Folk dancing is fun,
healthy and a great way to meet
new people.
David Montgomery, minister at
First Presbyterian Church of Murray, will lead the class in a wide
variety of popular dances from
around the world. Folk Dancing
is a non-credit community course
that will meet Thursday evenings

beginning March 25 and run
through April 29.
Classes will meet from 7 to
8:30 p.m. at the First Presbyterian Church of Murray on the corner of Main and 16th streets. The
course is $40 for individuals or
$70 for a married couple.
For registration or more information on the folk dancing class
contact Murray State University's
Office of Conferences and Workshops at (502) 762-3662, or outside Calloway County, 1-800-6697654.

A SIX-WEEK COURSE DESIGNED TO
SHOW YOU HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
INVESTING POTENTIAL.
Taught by Betty Boston, Certified Financial
Planner and Financial Consultant with the
Murray office of Hilliard Lyons.

Thursday Evenings, March 25-May 6
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
To register, contact the
Office of Conferences & Workshops
(502) 762-3662; 1-800-669-7654
J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIPC

umber Co.

$75,000
$799.82

PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50°. NOTE RATE 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE

C011•0116,06

Visit our website... www.nationwideleriding.corn

MURRAY APPLIANCE
753-1586

212 E. Main

Potscrubber0
Dishwasher

17.6 Cu. Ft. Capacity
No-Frost Refrigerator

mor

Interior Latex
#6079 SALE '13.99

i
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*Adjustable glass shelves with
see-thru snack pan.
'Gallon storage on door.
.2 see-thru vegetable crispers.
*Equipped for optional
Icemaker

*5 cycles including Hi-Temp
Wash option
•Heated Dry On/Off option
.6-hour delay start option
-3-level wash action

ONLY
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SINCE 1564
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Bring in your color sample, fabric or wallpaper sample
and let us match your color with Porter Paint.

ONLY $299

$499

HILLIARD
L`tONS

Computerized Paint Color-Matching Available

lir CASH & CARRY
MON -FRI. 7-5
SAT. 8-NOON

FREE
DELIVERY
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MSU to offer folk dancing

Homeowners Only

JJA WWI AL Lyon' Inc • Armen YYSE and SPC
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Proceeds from the barrel race
will benefit activities of the rodeo
program at Murray State University. The booster club is a non
profit organization offering scholarships and other support to MSU
students who are members of the
MSU rodeo team.
Competition is open and the
public is invited to attend. For
more information call Luna Greer
at (502) 489-2272 or Mary Kay
Kirks at (502) 762-3125.

1-800-819-7010
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For more information call (502)
762-2094.

222 So. 12th St.• Murray • 753-5865
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/
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Bell South
461/. +!.,
Briggs & Stratton
50'4 -34
Bristol Myers Squibb
50.+ 1!),
Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler
86
Dean Foods
374
Exxon
Ford Motor
56%
General Electric
1 06!(..
General Motors
Goodrich
-'•
Goodyear
HopFed Bank*
19% B 19.A
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
118%+ I
Kroger
62% + I
23
LG&E
Lucent Tech
107.+ I
Mattel
23'.
44%
McDonalds
Mercantile Bank
1/1
51 .
Merck
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Microsoft
J.C. Penney
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Quaker Oats
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Schenng-Plough
5674 +'/.
Sears
45%6 +Yr
Texaco
55%+
Time Warner
69% +14
45%
Union Planters
UST
28% +tit.
Wal-Mart
+1

The Murray State University
Rodeo Booster Club will host an
Open Barrel Race March 13 at
the West Kentucky Exposition Center near the MSU campus. The event
offers 70 percent payback and $300
in added money to the Open 3-D
class.
Training barrels begin at 4 p.m.
Classes and entry fees are: Training, $3 (no payback); Youth, $10;
Open Poles, $15; and Open 3-D,
$20.

Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000
• No equity required - easy qualifying
* Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

gOgrld

A $15 fee must be paid at the
Cashier's office, second floor of
Sparks Hall, by April 20. Applications must also be picked up
by April 20 in Room 652, Business Building South. Fee payment
receipt is required.

BILLS / BILLS / BILLS

Investments Stlice 18.5 I

Mist

753-6730 or
753-9567 Ext. 106

Word, Excel, Access, Pov.•e- int)
and fundamental computer literacy concepts.

MSU Rodeo Booster Club
to host Open Barrel Race

NVESTMENT

Harold R. Musch

Jesse (Ranzy) Crews

The State Challenge Test - CSC
199, Introduction to Information
Technology, will be given April
24 at 9 a.m. on the campus of
Murray State University in Room
202 of the Business Building North.
The minimum passing score for
the test is 80.
The test covers the following
applications: Windows 95, with special attention to file management;
Microsoft Office Professional
(including all four components:

INDERSTANDIN

DEATHS
Jesse (Ranzy) Crews, 78, Paducah, died Wednesday, March 10,
1999, at 3:30 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired construction laborer,
he was a member of Local Union
1412 of Paducah. He was a member of Lone Oak Church of Christ
and an Army veteran of World
War 11.
He was the son of the late
William Jesse Crews and Lucy
Anderson Crews. One sister and
five brothers also preceded him
in death.
Survivors incrude one daughter, Mrs. Louise Mehta and husband, Mike, and one son, Richard
Crews and wife, Linda, all of Paducah; four sisters, Mrs. Ella Douglas, Mrs. Luetta Hammer and
Mrs. Kathleen Stoner, all of
Pomona, Calif., and Mrs. Emma
Gaunt, San Dimas, Calif.; four
grandchildren, Leona Colson and
husband Don of Murray,Tim Mehta
and Heather Crews of Paducah,
and Jonathan Mehta of Houston,
Texas; three great-grandchildren,
Savannah, Trista and Sydney Colson of Murray; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Milner
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
I was so sorry to hear about the death of Aline McClure on
Tuesday. She had fought a hard battle with Parkinson's disease
for some time. Aline was one of those persons who was a joy
to know. She had worked at Murray State University for many
years; had been associated with her husband, Grayson, in their
trailer and boat business; and had been active in her church
work.

"Jill Ad

' Woman
• on May

ored w
Buckinl
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Brown will be on TV Saturday
W. Earl Brown, son of Wynema Brown of Murray, will appear
as a guest star on the "Martial Law" show on CBS television Saturday at 8 p.m. Brown, a graduate of Calloway County High
School, has appeared in several television shows.

Pictured at a recent meeting of Delta Kappa Gamma at the
Mayfield-Graves County Library were, from left, Betty Gore,
Milissia Sledd, Karen Crick, Dr. Alice Koenecke and Dr.
Ruth Cole, all of Murray. Dr. Koenecke brought some books
from Ruby Smith's collection to share. The next meeting
will be Saturday at Majestic Steak House, Draffenville.

Service officer here today
A service officer of the National Veterans Affairs will be at the
National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North, Murray, today (Thursday) from 2 to 4 p.m. He will assist veterans and their dependents with filing of forms, etc.

Amy Alexander Wade
and Roger Neal Hutson

BIRTHS
Chauncy Austin-Vaughn Copeland

Wade-Hutson vows
will be said on May 1

Willie Paul Roberts of Murray and Shelia Copeland of 64 Hazelnut Ln., Dexter, are the parents of a son, Chauncy Austin-Vaughn
Copeland, born on Saturday, March 6, 1999, at 8:20 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds seven pounds and measured 22
inches.
Grandparents are Austin and Patti Copeland of Dexter and Nellie
Clevenger of Browns Grove.

Butch and Jeannie Hutson of Nlurray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their son, Roger Neal Hutson of Nashville,
Tenn., to Amy Alexander Wade, also of Nashville, daughter of Mrs.
June Wade and the late Albert Wade Sr. of Paris, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Sylvia Hutson and the
late Elton Hutson and the late Russell and Mary Parker, all of Hazel.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Owen and Fleta
Wade of Paris, Tenn., and of the late George and Mary Herndon of
Cadiz.
Mr. Hutson, a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High School,
graduated from Murray State University in 1994 with a degree in
biology and a minor in chemistry. While at MSU he was a member
of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. He is currently employed as a clinical research scientist with PPD Phartnaco, Inc.
Miss Wade is a 1992 graduate of Henry County High School and
attended Lambuth University, Jackson, Tenn. A 1997 graduate of the
University of Tennessee at Martin, she earned her degree magna cum
laude with a double major in history and political science and a
minor in English. At UT-Martin she was a member of Phi Alpha
Theta national honor society and Pi Sigma Alpha national political
science honor society. She will receive her paralegal degree in July
from Southeastern Paralegal Institute, and is currently employed as a
legal assistant by Holton Howard & Goodman, P.C., Nashville.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 1, 1999, at 2 p.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church. Music will start at 1:30 p.m.
A reception will follow at 3:30 p.m. at The Greystone in Paris,
Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Kirksey Ball Club Registration
Saturday
March 27th

Saturday
March 13th

Time: 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Time: 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Location: Arby's in Murray Location: Kirksey Ball Club
For more information call

489-2259or753-7753

Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE
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SCRAMBLED
THE ORDER AND NOW THE

753-3444

"BIG PICTURE"

95 Chestnut., Murray
(across from Ryan Milk
www.designaquilt.com

IS CLEAR!
See Our New
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Effective Week of March 15th
WKRN
WSIL
WSMV
WTVF
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
KBSI
WGN
MSU TV 11
KFVS
MURRAY HIGH
GOV/LIBRARY
CALLOWAY HIGH
WQTV
TBS
WTCT
COMMUNITY
PREVUE
WKMU
WDKA
CNN HEADLINE
ESPN
BET
MTV
FOX SPORTS SOUTH
TNT
SNEAK
HSN
QVC
USA
HISTORY
AMC
A&E
FAMILY
NICK
AP

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

DISCOVERY
PAXNET
LIFETIME
TLC
HGTV
TNN
VH-1
WEATHER
CNN
CNBC
FOX NEWS
CSPAN
CSPAN II
ODESSEY
EVVTN
VCI
HOT CHOICE
VC2
SPICE
ACTION
COMEDY
TRAVEL
CARTOON
COURT
ESPN2
TCM
SCI Fl
CMT
FLIX
HBO
HBO2
HBO FAMILY
MAX
ACTION MAX
SHOVVTIME
DISNEY
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Message In A Bottle
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PGI3 1:00 3:35 7:15 9:45
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Blast From The Past
•
•
•
• PGI3 1:05 3:20 7:20 9:35 •
•
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Matinees Saturday
•
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•
•
& Sunday Only!

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to hate
Rebecca Emerine
bride-elect of
Robert Geurin
join our
bridal registry.

"Proud to be your local provider of ESPN"

,f•ip:

You Only Go
To An Experienced
Mechanic.
Shouldn't N'ou Go To
An Experienced
Insurance Agent,
Too?

Lodge 592 of Woodmen of the World is scheduled to meet
tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.

Relay for Life sale Saturday
Relay for Life Team for Cancer of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have a garage and bake sale Saturday
from 6:30 a.m. to I p.m. at the home of Joanne Cavitt, 1514
Oxford Dr. Donations will be accepted by the team members.

Red Cross class planned
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will offer
Lifeguard Training at the Murray State University Carr Health
building. This 44-hour training course will begin March 25; a second class will begin April 22. The course fee is $125 and is
payable upon registration at the Red Cross office in the Weaks
Community Center.

Delta Kappa Gamma will meet
Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma will meet Saturday at
the Majestic Steak House at Draffenville.

YMCA extends hours
The YMCA has announced new expanded hours at the North
12th Street facility. In order to be more accessible for individuals
working late night and swing shift hours, the YMCA will be open
from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Monday and Thursday. These new hours
will start March 15. For more information call 753-0228.
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Lakeland Wesley Village will have its monthly Wellness Program Benefit Lunch Saturday from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the village, located off Highway 68 near Waterfield State Park. Lunch
will be $3. The public is invited. For information call 1-502-3548888.

Tater Day Pageant planned
The Little Mr. and Miss later Day Pageant will be held April
3 at the Benton Chambers Memorial Gym, Benton. This will be
for girls, ages 0 through 12 and for boys, ages 0 through 36
months. For information contact Laurie Travis at 1-502-395-8123
or Kern Cothran at 1-502-527-9370.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have a St. Patrick's
Day Dance Friday from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at the Gibson Building, 715 East Broadway, Mayfield. Persons are asked to wear green
and bring finger foods. The cost will be $5 per person. Line dancing, ladies choice, waterfall dances and door prizes will be featured. For information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-502247-7754.

Bowl for Kids' Sake March 27
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray/Calloway County will conduct its second annual Bowl For Kids' Sale Event on March 27
at Corvette Lanes, Murray. This will include lots of fun, give-aways and even a free T-shirt for participants. Registration is required
by calling the Big Brothers Big Sisters office at 759-9699.
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IN ElUHANCE
ilanne
Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302

N. 12th St

Murray
753-5842

Tony Boyd

ATTENTION MOMS
9111C11h.,,,e,s
414

__cernI---4ozPIitZit1-.girt1

Friday, March 12 • 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday, March 13 • 9 a.m.-12 p.m.;
1 p.m.-3 p.m. Everything 1/2 Price!

Name Brands • Top Quality • Newborn-Preteen • Maternity
Clothes • Strollers • Carseats • Playpens • Highchairs • Toys
• Books • Everything You Need For Children

"7114er-e your uleCtS /urn /0
Dixieland Center

906 S. 12th St., Murray • 753-5005
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Lodge schedules meeting

Ro

Enoch Building At The Henry
County Fairgrounds in Paris, TN

(önnecIN)
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Pet Therapy will be today (Thursday) at 3 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. This is open to persons and their pets. For
information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

St. Patrick's Dance planned
MIN
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•

Pet Therapy today
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Eddie Roberts Chapter No. 62981 of the Veterans of the Foreign Wars and the Ladies Auxiliary are scheduled to meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall, Maple and
South Sixth Streets, Murray.

Lakeland Wesley plans event
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VFW meetings tonight

759-1141

For Info Call 901-644-1126 • 901-642-9937
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for March 9 have been released
as follows:
Newborn admissions
Strickland baby boy, mother,
Birvell Quarles, Murray;
Petrick baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Dale, Hazel.
Dismissals
William J. Pratt, Hazel; Ray H.
Jones. Farmineton: Ms. Kathryn
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Jill Adams, Linda Scott and Suzy Crook of the Murray
Woman's Club plan events for the annual roast and dinner
on May 3 at the Murray State University Curris Center. Honored will be Jo Crass, Joe Pat James and State Rep. Buddy
Buckingham. Tickets can be purchased from any club member.

ATTENTION
The Irinderitruistilv'
Open House Registration
Scheduled for this weekend is postponed.
Watch for new dates!
If you have questionsttall 753-6807
:
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New Location - 121 North
(Next to C.illoway County Fairgrounds)

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Weeek

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%,75% and 90%

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License 90181

SUPPORT YOUR HOMETOWN
Texas

Introidu
the".

Bar-B-Q

Pat's back from Texas and has cooked up a great—
new pork B*B•Q sandwich!

_$399

•Pork 1393•Q on Texas Toast
•Fries &IMedium Drink
Offer thru MarcM 20

-

116,
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Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7.00 p.m.

Ti's Bair•I3•Q
t•liestiltit St.• 753-88.56
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E. Nichols, Gilbedsville; Mrs.
Judith Ann Frazier, Grand Rivers;
Jordan Tye Becker, Kirksey;
Henry Clayborn West, Cantrell
Jones, Ms. Marie Pratt Cavitt, Miss
Chandler Ray Purdom, Ralph Layne
and Mrs. Susan Fuqua, all of Murray.
Expirations
Mrs. Aline McClure and Mrs.
Susan Louise Downs, both of Murray.

FINAL DAYS...HURRY IN! SALE ENDS MARCH 15

the almost everything
Robert Williams, right, chairman of Murray-Calloway County Park Board, accepts a check for $5,962.37 for the guard
rails that border the Rotary Memorial Tree Park from Leroy
, Eldridge, Murray Rotary club member.

Rose named by academy
The United States Achievement
Academy has named Ashley Rose
as a national award winner in cheer
leading.
Rose, a student at Calloway
County High School, was nominated for this national award by
Dana Stonecipher, cheerleading
sponsor at the school.
Her biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Rose is the daughter of Mike
and Rosetta Rose of Murray.
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ASHLEY ROSE
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25%
off
Shopping Spree
• Dresses
• Suits
•Sportswear
• Spring
Outerwear
• Spring
Sweaters
• Blouses
• Khakis &
Denim
• Jewelry
• Belts,
Wallets
& Scarves
• Slippers
• Hosiery
• Lingerie
• Sleepwear
• Handbags
• Plush Toys
• Sleepers

WHITNEY MORRIS

I'LL TAKE IT!!!

C.nnt011161CWWW
,
E2ntO,

It Only HaPPens •
Twice A Year! •

Call 1-800-222-6161 and ask for your "Operator Cathy" discount.
Order from March 5-15, 1999. Some exclusions apply. See below for details.

Celebrate the season in this upcoming publication
"Miss Spring" to be published March 25, 1999

LEDGER & TIMES

I LOVE IT!

• Playwear
• Baby
Blankets
• Separates
& Sets
• Sheets
• Pillows
• Comforters
• Towels
• Window
Coverings
• Luggage
• Dress Shoes
• Casual Shoes
• Athletic Shoes
• Sportcoats
• Dress Shirts
• Sportshirts
Athletic &
Team Apparel
And More

25% Off Catalog Purchases from the JCPenney®
1999 Spring & Summer and Signature Series Catalogs

Whitney Morris, a senior at Calloway County High School,
will be featured in this special edition as we spring into a
season of fun, fashion and excitement! Don't miss it!

Advertising Deadline March 18, 1999

r •1E5! I WANT IT!

25% Off Shupping Spree discount applies to regular-pnced, n-stock merchandise including Catalog orders from the 1999 JCPenney• Spnng 8 Summer Catalog and Signature Series Catalogs including B.g
185 Men's, Especially For Tells. Women's Size 16W & Up. Fashion Influences and "J" Style Catalogs Discount does not apply to the following Fragrances. Color and Treatment Spnng & Summer Catalog
pages 702-739 (electronics) and 839-843(cookware 8 small kitchen electncs), Catalog Outist Stores, Value Right Merchandise. Special Buys, Red-Ticketed Clearance Merchandise, Collectibles. Cookware 8
Small Kitchen Electncs, All Services, Aerosols'', BOSE", Easy Spore, Hanes', No Fear Sportswear, Mess Levis' Jeans. JNCO". Orece. Royal Velvet by Fieldcrest'. earns sold everyday in multiples 0 two
or more, or in combination with any other JCPenney offer As always, credit purchases are subject to available credit limit Cash value 1/20th of one cent Cannot be used for payment on account, to purchase
Gift Certificates, on any prior purchase or on Catalog orders already placed. Offer ends 3115/99

Visit JCPenney on thc intcmct l ""1.(cpcnney.com

Call Our Advertising Department at 753-1916
Jim Green • Lori Andrus • Vanessa Feagin • Mary Ann Orr

1

JC;Panirtay

JCPenney®

- 11M111•01116

•••••-4NomiewAswalliw.i

STYLE'
YOUR
LOVE
I
•(502) 759-1400
CENTER
SHOPPING
HILLS
CHESTNUT
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m. — Sunday 1:00 p.m.-6 p.m.
SALON HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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business in Indy

Racers
will be (Thursday).
"I don't know if we can beat
Ohio State, but we'll take our
chances," he added."! think it's
a pretty good draw for us, but in
order to beat them we will have
to play awfully well."
Fourteenth-ranked Ohio State,
the South Region's No. 4 seed,
enters the contest at 23-8 while
Murray State (the 1 3th seed) is
27-5.
The contest tips off at 6:40
KFVS-12
p.m. Central Time.
announced last night that it will
broadcast the game live.
The winner of Thursday's game
will face the UCLA—Detroit survivor Saturday.
In Thursday's earlier matchups
at the RCA Dome, top—seed
Auburn will face Winthrop and
Syracuse will face Oklahoma State.
Second—year Buckeyes coach
Jim O'Brien, the Big Ten Conference Coach of the Year, has
become more impressed with Murray State since the draw was
announced Sunday.
"At first we were only think

1VISU looks
for first win
since 1988

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
INDIANAPOLIS—The
season's accomplishments notwithstanding, Murray State still has
some unfinished business.
. Alter years of close calls in
the NCAA Tournament, the Racers are looking for their first win
in the "Big Dance" since 1988.
And while MSU coach Tevester
Anderson knows it won't be easy
to defeat Ohio State tonight at the
RCA Dome, his team is ready to
give it a try.
"Except for last year (a 97-74
first—round loss to Rhode Island
in Oklahoma City) Murray State
has been very competitive in the
NCAA Tournament; one of these
days we're going to win one,"
Anderson said at Wednesday night's
press conference. "I hope it's while
I'm the coach, and hopefully it • See Page 9

MARK
YOUNG

SPORTS
EDITOR

March
Madness
melts
snow

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Murray State coach Tevester Anderson addresses the media during a pre-game press conference Wednesday at the RCA Dome in Indianapolis.

Yankee skipper Torre has cancer
with this better than anyone else,"
Word of Torte's condition came
Yankees owner George Steinbren- two days after DiMaggio died of
ner said."We have with Joe DiMag- complications from lung-cancer surgio's passing. Darryl Strawberry's gery and on the same day Strawcancer and we will now. Joe Torre ,berry returned to the lineup for
will come out of this as a cham- the first time since undergoing colon
pion."
cancer surgery in October.
The team believes doctors caught
"After what Darryl went through
the disease in its eaqy stages, and last year, we just have to be ready
Steinbrenner said Wednesday's test for something like this." Tino Marresults are encouraging. He said tinez said.
Torre could be back in three weeks
Just last week, former Yankees
— in time for the season opener star Catfish Hunter appeared at
April 5.
the team's camp too weak to shake

By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) —
The last five months prepared the
New York Yankees for the jolting
news that Joe Torre has prostate
cancer.
Torre delivered that report
Wednesday before leaving the Yankees, a team that has been shadowed by death and disease since
he took over as manager three
years ago.
"We're Yankees. We can deal

Lakers get Rice
in blockbuster
trade Wednesday

•

hands because of Lou Gehrig's
Disease. In 1996, when Torre
became the Yankees' manager, his
brother Rocco died, and his brother Frank had a' heart transplant
during the World Series.
It was not immediately clear
what Torte's course of treatment
will be or where he will be treated.
"I feel fine, and I am looking
forward to taking care of this problem and getting back to work,"
said the 58-year-old manager, who
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By JOHN NADEL
another thuggish power forward,
AP Sports Writer
and there's no excuses now."
The deal, rumored for over a
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Now the pressure's really on the month, was made on the eve of
Los Angeles Lakers, who acquired the league's trade deadline.
the rebounding help and deadly
The Lakers, who reached the
outside shooter Shaquille O'Neal Western Conference finals last May
before being swept by the Utah
wanted.
Two weeks after adding Den- Jazz, are going for their first chamnis Rodman, the Lakers traded for pionship since 1988 — their fifth
sharpshooter Glen Rice from the title of the 1980s.
Charlotte Hornets, along with power
The addition of Rice and Reid
forward J.R. Reid and B.J. Arm- followed by two weeks the firing
strong on Wednesday.
of coach Del Harris and hiring of
In return, the Hornets received Kurt Rambis as his successor, as
All-Star guard Eddie Jones and well as the signing of Rodman,
center Elden Campbell.
the NBA's leading rebounder for
To make room on the respec- the last seven seasons.
tive rosters, the Lakers waived
Now, it appears, nothing less
reserve forward Cone Blount and than a championship will do.
"I would think that most teams
the Hornets waived forward Joe
in the league would like the peoWolf.
The Lakers also waived Arm- ple we have," executive vice presstrong to make room on their ros- ident Jerry West said. "This is the
ter for rookie Ruben Patterson, ultimate risk-taking business. We
who was activated from the injured took a risk.
list.
"When I talked to (Rice) today,
"Of course, you hate to see he was absolutely elated. We think
guys like Eddie and Elden go, but we got a player that will help us
I think what we received for this — a lot. We feel this takes us
team is pretty good," O'Neal said one step closer to our ultimate
after the Lakers beat the Los Ange- goal of having an NBA champiles Clippers 94-75 Wednesday night onship team."
for their ninth straight victory. "We
received a deadly shooter and •See Page 9
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Calloway County's Tiffany Lassiter was an honorable mention selection for the All-Purchase team. She also received
all-tournament honors for her performance in the Region 1
Tournament.

spent the day at his spring home
in Tampa.
The Yankees will rotate managers while Torre is out. Hitting
coach Chris Chambliss managed
the split squad game Wednesday
in Fort Myers against the Red
Sox, and Stump Merrill, who managed the Yankees in 1990-91 and
is now a special assistant to general manager Brian Cashman, handled the team's game in Bradenton against the Pirates.

'Breds
get 12-9
victory
Four homers
highlight win
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds used a 19-hit attack to top
Southeastern
Louisiana
12-9
Wednesday in Hammond, La.
The 'Breds (11-4-1) got a pair
of home runs from Robert Weatherly and homers from Dan Loyd
and Nathan Taylor to help hold
off Southeastern.
Murray State broke a 5-5 tie
in the fourth on a pair of singles
by Loyd and Todd Fox for a 75 lead.
The 'Breds also scored two
runs in the sixth, but Southeastern rallied to tie the game (9-9)
in the seventh.
MSU surged ahead in the final
two innings with a run in the
eighth on an RBI single by Chad
Hamm and two more in the ninth.
Chris Johnson let the 'Breds
offensively, going 4-for-6 and scoring two runs.
Chris Williams went 3-for-5 with
an RBI and four runs scored.
John David Poyner (2-0) picked
up the win for Murray, striking
out one and giving up two earned
runs in two innings pitched.

Princeton downs Georgetown in NIT opener
By The Associated Press
most by a Princeton player since
Ten years after Pnnceton near- Bill Bradley had 21 against Columly shocked Georgetown in the bia in 1965. "They're so tall, you
NCAA tournament, the Tigers final- have to keep battling in there and
ly beat tK? Hoyas in postseason you always have to make sure you
play. And this time, it was no sur- have a body on someone."
prise.
In 1989, 16th-seeded Princeton
Mason Rocca. a junior making almost pulled off the biggest upset
his first career start, grabbed 18 in NCAA tournament history before
rebounds and Brian Earl scored losing to top-seeded Georgetown
18 points as Princeton defeated by one point. This time, the Tigers
Georgetown 54-47 Wednesday night (21-7) were actually favored over
in the opening round of the NIT. the visiting Hoyas (15-16), who
"I knew I was starting 30 sec- finished with their first losing record
onds before the game," said Rocca, since 1973.
whose rebounding total was the
All five Princeton starters played
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the entire game, while Georgetown substituted freely and used
11 players. But Princeton coach
Bill Carmody said the regularly
scheduled TV timeouts helped keep
his team fresh.
"I didn't go in thinking about
playing the starters all game," Carmody said. "But you get 2 I/2minute breaks every four minutes,
so nobody should really get tired."
In other first-round games, it
was Xavier 86, Toledo 84; Rutgers 58, Hofstra 45; Clemson 77,
Georgia 57; Old Dominion 75,
Seton Hall 56; Wake Forest 73,

Alabama 57; North Carolina State
92. Providence 86; Butler 51,
Bradley 50; Nebraska 68. UNLV
55; Colorado 65, Pepperdine 61;
Colorado State 69, Mississippi State
56; Texas Christian 72, Kansas State
71; Wyoming 81, Southern California 77; DePaul 69, Northwestern 64; California 79, Fresno State
71; and Oregon 67, Georgia Tech
64.
The second-round matchups are
Rutgers-Clemson, Old DominionButler, Xavier-Wake Forest, NC
State-Princeton, California-DePaul,
Colorado-Colorado State, Nebras-
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ka-TCU, and Wyoming-Oregon.
The games will be played next
Monday and Tuesday.
Xavier 86, Toledo 84
James Posey scored 20 points,
including a key 3-pointer down
the stretch, as Xavier won at Toledo.
Rutgers 58, Hofstra 45
Geoff Billet hit two key 3pointers in a big second-half that
helped Rutgers win at home.
Clemson 77, Georgia 57
Terrell McIntyre scored 19
points, and Harold Jamison had
15 points and 15 rebounds as

INDIANAPOLIS — Looking outside my 12th-story hotel
window, I'd swear it was Christmas in Indiana.
Snow on the ground and
Christmas lights still strewn
around sidewalk trees and biting cold.
But its not December. it's
March.
And all the hype surrounding March Madness has
engulfed the city, with eight
teams vying to keep their season's dream alive of making
the Final Four alive.
The trip from Murray to
Indy was just fine. No 10—
hour bus rides like the one to
Oklahoma City iast year. A
relatively easy 5-1 /2—hour
drive from Murray and I'm
here.
I don't even have to go
outside to reach the RCA Dome.
It's connected by a 'skywalk,
and a slew of restaurants within walking distance.
Add to that a team the caliber of Auburn playing here
today (Thursday), and it's a
basketball lover's dream.
About the only down side
to this trip was nearly getting
run down while crossing the
street. Oh, well, I guess there's
no such thing as the 'perfect"
journey out of state.
Murray State is back in the
NCAA Tournament for the third
straight year, and on paper at
least, has a good chance of
advancing.
Ohio State is talented, make
no mistake. The Buckeyes finished 12---4 in the Big Ten Conference, with wins over Wisconsin, Indiana, Purdue (all
twice), Minnesota, Michigan
(two of three) and Northwestern, along with non—conference wins over Alabama, North
Carolina State and Mississippi. OSU only lost at Michigan State, the Midwest Region's
No. 1 seed, by five points.
But after being embarrassed
by Rhode Island 97-74 in last
season's NCAA, the Racers
appear to be more ready this
year. They're a year older and
wiser, and their tough schedule has to have them better
prepared this time.
Murray State has pulled out
some nailbiters (hello, Southeast Missouri) and has taken
on the big boys, winning at
Oklahoma and taking Florida
State to overtime before falling
by four.
In short, this year's team
is fearless. About the only
thing this group of Racers seem
afraid of is not playing up to
their potential.
And the potential is definitely there for an upset.
Sure, Ohio State is from
the Big Ten Conference and
seeded fourth compared to 13
for the Racers.
But OSUs Scoonie Penn is
ailing, while the Racers are
healthy. Plus, Murray State is
hungry. While this marks the
Racers seventh NCAA appearance this decade, this MSU
squad would love to be the
first to win in the 1 990s.
Murray
State
hasn't
advanced in the NCAA Tournament since 1988, a 78-75
victory over North Carolina
State.
This Racer squad also has
Aubrey Reese, one of the best
anywhere around at performing in the clutch (hello again,
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ing about what we were going
to have to do to win, but then
when you think about it, Murray
State has been in the tournament
more recent than we have, and
the fact that they've won 27 games
gets your attention," said O'Brien,
who has Ohio State in the NCAA
Tournament for the first time since
1992.
"It's no fluke that they've won
27 games. We'll have to play well
to move on."
The game features an intriguing matchup at point guard between
Ohio State's Scoonie Penn and Murray State's Aubrey Reese.
Penn, the Big Ten Player of
the Year, averages 17 points, 4.26
assists and two steals a game while
shooting 39 percent from 3—point
range. Reese averages 14.4 points,
5 rebounds and S assists.
"Penn is good," said Reese, a
6—foot junior who was a first—
team All-Ohio Valley Conference
selection and the MVP of the OVC
tournament after hitting a dramatic game-winning shot against Southeast Missouri Feb. 28. "I look forward to playing against guys like
him to see how 1 match up."
Penn, a 5-10 junior, admits
he isn't as familiar with Reese.
"He's really quick and he creates a lot," Penn said. "I know
both of their guards (Reese and
Marion Towns) are good, because
if they weren't, Murray State wouldn't be in this situation."
Another key matchup will be
the defense of Towns against Ohio
State's top scorer, Michael Redd,
who averages 19.5 points per game,

along with 5.5 rebounds.
But O'Brien says Redd has a
season's worth of experience facing the opposing team's best defender.
"I'm not concerned about the
matchup with Michael and Towns
because every single game he gets
the team's best defender," said
O'Brien, who turned Ohio State
around from an 8-22 record last
season, during which the Buckeyes finished just 1-15 in the
Big Ten.
"Michael Redd is very difficult
to guard, so if Towns is a great
defender, it should be a great
matchup," he added.
Penn carries the extra burden
of being the only player on the
OSU roster with postseason expeMARK YOUNG/Ledger and Times photo
rience as he guided Boston College to two straight NCAA Tour- The Murray State Facers huddle at midcourt of the RCA Dome
naments before transferring to Ohio floor at Wednesday afternoon's practice.
State.
But Penn has been hampered and upbeat." Racer forward Isaac
on ourselves to work out on our
by an injury of late, which con- Spencer, who leads MSU in both
own because we're so hungry."
tributed to his shooting a com- scoring (16.3) and rebounding (7.2),
Anderson says he sees no weakbined 8—of----21 in his last two realizes Murray State is an undernesses in Ohio State.
games, including the Buckeyes' dog entering tonight's game.
'They like to trap and press a
79-77 loss to Big Ten Tournalot"
he said. "They also like to
"But we feel really good and
ment Cinderella Illinois.
get up and down the floor on the
confident,"
Spencer
said.
"This
"Scoonie says he feels pretty
fast break. They're a very sound
good: I've seen a significant year we have a more determined
team, but I think we match up
improvment in him over the Big attitude. Last year, we knew that with them
pretty good in the backcoach
(Mark)
Gottfried
might
be
Ten Tournament," O'Brien said.
court and frontcourt."
leaving
(Gottfried
later
left
for
"We need Scoonie to be 1 00 perO'Brien insists his team is not
cent, and he hasn't been in the Alabama), and that had a big bear- looking past
Murray State.
ing
on
us.
last few games."
"We'll have our hands full," he
Ohio State enters the game hav"But now we know that coach said. "Murray State is all we've
ing lost two of its last three games. Anderson will be back," he added. been talking about, so our play"But on the other side, we've "We weren't mentally reedy to ers have a pretty good handle on
won eight of our last 10, so I play last year. We laid around a how we're
approaching this. If
lot between the OVC tournament We're lucky enough to get past
think our psyche is still pretty and the time we played ,Rhode this game, then we can start thinkgood," O'Brien said. "We're loose island, but this year we took it ing about the next one."
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Southeast Missouri).
And on any given night, it can
be any one of four or even five
players who might lead Murray
State In scoring. In fact, six different Racers have had the high—
point game this year.
MSU has also shown its ability to adapt to any playing style,
be it physical, up-tempo or slowdown.
Defense has been the name of

the game for Murray State this season. The Racers have allowed an
average of just 67 points per game
and only 41 percent field goal
shooting while outrebounding its
opponents by a margin of 7.5 per
outing.
Neither Murray State nor Ohio
State would make any predictions
during Wednesday's press conference, but players and coaches from
both squads spoke of respect for
their opponent and of confidence

heading in.
It should be a great game. The
winner will get either UCLA or
Detroit, which at this point looks
like a tossup.
UCLA is battling the injury bug,
so don't be surprised if the Bruins are bounced in the first round.
Murray State could very well
fulfill its dream of advancing in
this year's tournament, possibly as
far as the "Sweet 1 6," which for
the South Region will be In
Knoxville, Tenn.

Hmmm, another drivable trip.
Can it happen?
Why not?
If the Racers' karma is right and
their lucky mood watches all the
same color, Murray State has a
legitimate shot at advancing.
It won't be easy, but nothing
worth having ever is.
Now it's time to look at the
room service menu. A 24—ounce
porterhouse steak for just $30.95?
Sounds good to me.
After all, it's a business trip.

ELakers...
— Friday night," West said of Rice.
'We had two scouts look at him
Monday in Miami. We had glowRice, 31, hasn't played this season following surgery to remove ing reports."
The Lakers have an option on
loose particles from his right (shootRice's contract for next season.
ing) elbow in late January.
A 6-foot-8 forward, Rice has West made it clear the team intendaveraged 20.8 points and 4.8 ed to keep him, but added, "There's
rebounds in nine NBA seasons, no (contractual) promises to Glen
Rice or his agent. We will address
six with Miami and the last three
with Charlotte. He averaged 22.3 that when the time comes."
A three-time All-Star, Rice has
points last season to rank sixth in
made 1,216 3-point shots, third in
the league.
He figures to step in at small league history, and is 101 points
forward for the Lakers, with Kobe shy of the 15,000-point mark.
"We're getting arguably one of
Bryant moving from that spot to
the greatest shooters in the game
shooting guard, replacing Jones.
"I'm assuming he'll play here today," Rambis said of Rice.

From, Page 8
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-Teams have to honor him the unhappy with his salary. Charlotte
minute he crosses midcourt. We won over 50 games each of the
have a terrific potential for an in- last two seasons and made the
playoffs, but is just 5-12 this year
and-out game with Shaq."
Reid, 30, was Charlotte's No. after an 85-70 loss at Philadel2 scorer this season, averaging phia on Wednesday night.
Hornets coach Paul Silas, who
14.5 points in 15 games.
"We'll welcome Glen and J.R. replaced Cowens, said before the
just like we welcomed Dennis — game at Philadelphia he was "elatwith open arms," Lakers guard ed" with the trade.
"It will make us a lot more
Derek Fisher said. "Glen brings
athletic,"
Silas said. "The biggest
some of the best perimeter shooting that guys have ever seen. I plus is Elden Campbell is our centhink both guys will bring us good ter, and Derrick Coleman will now
play (power forward). We have a
things."
The trade was made three days real good starting lineup now.
after the resignation of Hornets
"Eddie Jones can play forward
coach Dave Cowens, who was or guard, and he wants to be here.
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Installations• Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipmen't
• Mobile homes • Window Units
753-9911
Owned & Operated By • Carbon Monoxide Testing
9307 State Rt.
Glenn Cossey
9.1F: Murray
24 hr. Emergency

Daily
Lunch
Specials

Fri. & Sat.
Night
Seafood Buffet &
Prime Rib Special

Hours: 6 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Thur.,
6 a.m.-9 p.m_ Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m._-2 p.m. Sunday
Hwy.6-11

Sat.
Breakfast
Brunch
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

Sunday
GRANDE
Buffet

Sat. & Sun. Morning Special
Bring Church Bulletin & Receive
10c7e OFF!

South • Murray • 753-59S6
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7 5 3 - 96 2 7
Like a good neighbor, State Farm IS there
State Farm Insurance Companies

NCAA TOURNAMENT
All Times CST
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 12
At Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N.C.
Tennessee (20-8) vs. Delaware (255). 11:25 am.
Wisconsin (22-9) vs. Southwest Missouri State (20-10), 30 minutes after
previous game
Duke (32-1) vs. Florida MM (12-18),
6:40 p.m
College of Charleston (28-2) vs. Tulsa
(22-9), 30 minutes after previous game
At The FleetCenter
Boston
Cincinnati (26-5) vs. George Mason
(19-10), 11:15 a.m.
Temple (21-10) vs. Kent (23-6), 30
minutes after previous game
Miami (22-6) vs. Lafayette (22-7), 640
pm
Texas (19-12) vs. Purdue (19-12), 30
minutes after previous game
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 11
At The RCA Dome
Indianapolis
Syracuse (21-11) vs Oklahoma State
(22-10), 11:25 a.m.
Auburn (27-3) vs. Winthrop (21-7), 30
minutes after previous game

Ohio State (23-8) vs. Murray
State (27-5), 6:40 p.m.
UCLA (22-8) vs Detroit (24-5). 30 minutes after previous game
At Orlando Arena
Orlando, Fla.
Maryland (26-5) vs. Valparaiso (23-8),
11:20 p.m.
Louisville (19-10) vs. Creighton (218), 30 minutes after previous game
St. John's (25-8) vs. Samford (24-5),
6:40 p.m.
Indiana (22-10) vs. George Washington (20-8), 30 minutes after previous game

MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday, March 12
At The Bradley Center
Milwaukee
North Carolina Charlotte (22-10) vs
Rhode Island (20-12), 11 30 a.m.
Arizona (22-6) vs Oklahoma (20-10),
30 minutes after previous game
Michigan State (29-4) vs. Mount St
Mary's, Md. (15-14), 655 P.m
Villanova (21-10) vs Mississippi (1912), 30 minutes after previous game
At The Superdome
New Orleans
Utah (27-4) vs Arkansas State (1811), 11:30 a.m.
Washington (17-11) vs. Miami, Ohio
(22-7), 30 minutes after previous game
Kansas(22-9) vs. Evansville (23-9). 6 50
p.m.
KentuCky (25-8) vs. New Mexico
State (23-9), 30 minutes after previous game
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 11
At McNichols Arena
Denver
Iowa (18-9) vs Alabama-Birmingham
(20-11), 11:40 a.m.
Arkansas (22-10) vs. Siena (25-5), 30
minutes after previous game
Missouri (20-8) vs. New Mexico (248), 650 p.m.
Connecticut (28-2) vs. Texas-San Antonio (18-10). 30 minutes after previous
game
At Key Arena
Seattle
Minnesota (17-10) vs. Gonzaga (256), 1:42 p.m.
Stanford (25-6) vs. Alcorn State (236). 30 minutes after previous game
Florida (20-8) vs. Pennsylvania (21-5)
6:55 pm.
North Carolina (24-9) vs Weber State
(24-7). 30 minutes after previous game
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Clemson beat visiting Georgia.
ODU 75, Seton Hall 56
Mark Poag scored 19 points
and Cal Bowdler grabbed 20
rebounds for Old Dominion at
Norfolk, Va.
Wake Forest 73, Alabama 57
Darius Songaila had 18 points
and nine rebounds as Wake Forest downed visiting Alabama.

NC State 92, Providence 86
Reserve Ron Kelley scored 21
points as North Carolina State
reversed an early-season loss to
Providence.
Nebraska 68, UNLV 55
Cookie Belcher scored 17 points
and Larry Florence added 16 as
Nebraska won in Lincoln, Neb.
Colorado 65, Pepperdine 61
Jamahl Mosley scored 23 points
and Jacquay Walls added 17 as
Colorado beat visiting Pepperdine.

FOR LEASE
41.000 sq. ft. of storage space. Has alarm and sprinkler
systems. 19.000 sq. ft. heated.
CONTACT:

Murray Warehousing Corporation, Inc.
206 Maple St. - P.O. Box 1056
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:(502) 753-3341
-Serving Your Storage Needs"

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Snapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy Bilt
Through March 15, 1999

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only

$3995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
All For Only

- $5995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
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Jane Rogers Iris.
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray

Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil. Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter
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When your
car's not going
call us for

TOWING!
McCLARD'S
TOWING
207 S. 7th

St. • Murray

753-9132

a.

/ Bredball
Is Back!
line Tomorrow,.
,sconsin-Milwaukee
(MarCh 16-17) V5. W. Illinois
Free admission / Ga

es played at Reagan Field

Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

$3995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs. )

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St
Murray

753-2571
753-4110
HOME CENTER®

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30, Sat. 7:30-5:00

Young Authors
Camp to be offered

Mabry to perform
for final concert
"An Evening of Song" is the
final concert of the two-day
ATHENA Festival being held at
Murray State University.
The final performance is scheduled for March 12 at 8 p.m. in
the Performing Arts Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Featured singers in the program
of music written by women include
Rebecca Russell, mezzo-soprano,
University of Kentucky; Noemi
Lugo, soprano, University of Kentucky; and Susan Bender, soprano, George Washington University.
Highlighting the evening's program is Dr. Sharon Mabry, professor of music and director of
graduate programs in music at
Austin Peay State University in
Clarksville, Tenn.
A compelling and virtuoso
actress-singer, Mabry first reoeived
national recognition in 1980 as a
featured recitalist on National Public Radio's "Art of Song" series.
Since then, her sensitive interpretation of contemporary music, combined with her well-trained and
highly disciplined voice have placed
her in demand as a recitalist for
an ever-widening audience throughout the United States and Europe.
She is a frequent guest artist
at international music festivals,
including the International Music
Analysis Conference, London and
the Fourth International Congress
on Women in Music.
Her performances have included many premieres of solo vocal

Sharon Mabry
works by American and British
composers. Twice she has appeared
in recital at national conventions
of the National Association of
Teachers of Singing.
Mabry's
recordings
have
received
outstanding
critical
acclaim and have been aired on
classical FM stations in the U.S.,
Canada and Europe.
The ATHENA Festival is funded through -grants from The Kentucky Arts Council, the Kentucky
Foundation for Women, Murray
Tourism Commission and Sigma
Alpha Iota Philanthropies.
The Friday evening concert is
free and open to the public. For
more information, call the MSU
music department at (502) 7624288.

iu
Best March 6-21
1-800-866-0366

Summer is coming and hot days
without school are just around the
corner. It's time to start making
plans to spice up those boring
days at home and Murray State
University has just the thing.
MSU's Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach,
along with the MSU English
Piano students of Ellie Brown and Joyce Herndon took a Department and the National Writ"trip to the Tropics" recently. They performed Caribbean ing Project, are beginning regisand jazz pieces in the Performing Arts Hall at Murray State tration for the Young Authors Camp
1999. This year, two day-camps,
University on Feb. 28.
"Writing for the Fun of It," held
June 14 -18 and "Story Writing,"
June 21-25, will he offered. Both
camps are open to children ages
8-12.
"Writing for the Fun of It," is
designed to teach participants to
learn to enjoy writing. Young
authors will practice a variety of
The group has been voted as styles such as poetry, fictional stoCombining the sound and fury
of today's modern pop with the "CCM" magazine's favorite live ries, true stories, essays and more.
timeless message of the gospel for band for two consecutive years.
Participants will be under the
all ages, Newsboys, a contempo- Their production includes a spin- direction of a combination of local
rary Christian musical act, will ning hydraulic drums riser that teachers, visiting writers and colperform at Murray State Univer- lifts the drummer and lead singer lege English majors, who will serve
sity's Regional Special Events Cen- 16 feet into the air before spin- as writing coaches or consultants
ter April 23 at 7 p.m.
ning them around. In addition, a rather than traditional classroom
Originating in Australia, News- 50-foot-wide movie screen is set instructors.
boys have long been regarded as up behind the group to show videos
Emphasis will be placed on
one of the most successful bands
generating
ides, choosing a style
and special footage shot by the
around. With two gold records,
audience, ways of composing and
band for the show.
"Take Me to Your Leader" and
Since former front man John doing necessary revision. Each
"Going Public," and nine number
James decided to leave the group morning will include art activity
one singles on the Christian music
writing projto spend more time with his fam- in conjunction with the
charts, Newsboys are looking for
ects.
ily, Peter Furter, the band's fortheir third straight gold album with
-Story Writing," focuses on writmer drummer, has taken over as
"Step Up to the Microphone" (Star
the new lead singer.
Song/Virgin).
Furler, who sang lead on a few
"Step Up" is already the group's
songs before James' departure, also
fastest-selling album, with the sin"Step Up to the Microgle "Entertaining Angels" quickly prodliced
phone.climbing its way up the charts.
The Supertones and guest speakIn 1997, Newsboys made conRon Luce will be joining Newser
temporary Christian music history
Transylvania University senior
performance in Murwith the largest paying audience boys at the
Tracy Pervine and sophomore Susan
for a Christian music concert when ray.
Richter performed in TransylvaTickets go on sale March 8. Tickmore than 33,000 attended a show
nia's production of A Midsummer
et outlets include the Regional
at the Houston Astrodome.
Night's Dream, by Shakespeare.
Special Events Center and New
Pervine, a graduate of Murray
Life Christian Bookstore in MurHigh School. played the role of
ray, Betsy's Hallmark in Benton,
Helena, while Richter, a Calloway
Christian Supply Warehouse in
County High School graduate,
Paducah, Good News Shoppe in
played Hippolyta. Tim Soulis, assoMayfield and Christian Books and
ciate professor of drama, directed
Music in Paris.
the play, which was the first proAll tickets are reserved seating
duction in the new Lucille C. Litand cost $17.50. Groups of 15 or
Theater.
more receive a $2 discount off of tle
each ticket.
For more information or to order
tickets by credit card, call the
Regional Special Events Center
box office at (502) 762-5555.

ing and revising different types of
stories. Young authors will work
with Squire Babcock, Murray State
professor of creative writing and
with MSU English education
majors.
Writing activities will include
exercises in imagining characters
and settings, as well as practice
sessions in building scenes, dialogue, description and plots in both
oral and written stories. Each day
will be rounded out with group
story-writing sessions and art activities related to producing a group
publication.
The typical daily schedule will
begin at 8:30 a.m. and end at 3:30
p.m. Mornings and afternoons will
be dedicated to writing and an activities. Participants will be given a
break from 11:30 until 2 to eat
lunch and go swimming. Each
week will end on Friday afternoon with a reception and reading of students' work to a gathering of parents and invited guests.
The fee for either week of the
1999 Young Authors Camp is $90
and includes materials and instruction. Young authors will bring their
own sack lunches and swim gear
each day. A limited number of
partial scholarships are available.
For additional information contact, Murray State University's
Office of Conferences and Workshops at (502) 762-3662 or 1-800669-7654.

Newsboys concert
scheduled for April 23

Area students perform in
Shakespeare production

3995

Pervine, a double major in drama
and sociology, has previously
appeared in Transylvania's production of The Oresteia, Death
of a Salesman, Fiddler on the Roof
and The Cherry Orchard. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Pervine of Murray.
Richter, a business administration major, has previously appeared
in Transylvania's Directing Class
Scenes. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Richter of Murray.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO TlittibbER & 11MES
CALL 753-1916

#100-28004

10 ft. Tubular Steel Gate
•Latch chain & 2 lag bolts included
*Double welded/braced
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Shoulder
Seed Sower

995
#107-60500

•Hip support,
adjustable shoulder
strap
•Metal gears
'Heavy canvas hopper

AG-15E Econ Spot Sprayer
•8 ft. hose w/plastic handgun
•1 GPM pump

6

7
95 #100-24314
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Please join us at the Luminary Ceremony on

Friday, April 30, 1999 at 9 p.m.

I

1

4

AMERICAN
CANC ER
SOCIETY

.
IFILITEALMAI EVE

Ziirif;
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Relay For Life - MSU Roy Stewart Stadium Ill.wwwwwwil

bçjbLiLp

or
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The America Cancer Sudety 10hest thle very ascii mid en Aprl 30,1055. Belay
Fir tie a a csommIty-telie, Uhler wonttw the entire haft It is deicatal le allcello the cu
-t1 shot crow remenierIng cancer What,and cakiradne aim survivors. Fends Irani May For We go to cancer reseerdi.
WU a Innikary In MEMORY et a loved one or friend whe hes lest their battle with cancw. Remenier their Ives hy illumlnattng a candle as a symbol tar HOPE for future amcar patients.
light a Margery In HONOR et a loved ens or friend whe Is a amcar Survival. Calibrate
their Ives hy IllinninatIng a cones as a symbol of HOPE tor their today mul many tumor-

Fu
Pr

CI

171

Mat

Windvane Feeder

Each luminary wit have the name at the person remenierwl sr honored. These vall
be placed aroma'the Roy Stewart $team ant It for the Comm at II p.m. en Wait
AprI 30. There Is a a contribution per Ineinery.

•Resists dents, won't tip over
•Breeze turns hood to protect salt or
minerals

LUMINARY ORDER FORM
Your Name

14,

Phone Number
Amount Enclosed

1

g66-60372
99
9

Preassembled
Kennels

My Luminary is:

•Easy set-up in 15 min with
one wrench

Pine Shavings

•1011 x 10 11 x6"

In Memory Of

I would like an acknowledgement card sent to:
Name

*Absorbent
•Insulates & cushions

••••• it,:
'
p

In Honor Of

Name

Address

City

State

Please Mail Luminary Order Form to:

Relay For Life, P.O. Box 132, Murray KY 42071

•I*

or return donations along with form to either of the banks below.
For more information contact Karen Olson, 489-6089.

Prices Effective Through March 20, 1999
110 East Sycamore

753-1423

SOUTHERN

STATES

(Across from Calloway County Animal Shelter)
VISIT US ON THE WEB: www.southernstates-coop.com

Survivors Lap Information Line: 753-8769
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knows how to pull your chain! Don't get
tangled in his web. Tonight: Put your feet
up and relax.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Listen carefully to the torntoms. Others are trying to tell you something you might not be hearing.Co-workers
work with you. They have the best intentions. Be direct with others, listen to their
ideas. Communication flows. Accept an
invitation after work. Tonight: The chatter
continues.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Indulgence is a theme with which
you are familiar. Once more, you get to
teach others how to have a good time. A
vague discussion with a child or loved one
could gnaw at you. A little detail might have
been left out. You might opt, finally, to go
with that big expenditure.Tonight: Making
the most of the moment.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You finally let go and enjoy
yourself. Clear out as much as possible and
allow yourself to leave work early. Your
playful side emerges with a family member.
Let go of your traditional prionties. Maximize the moment. Your charisma speaks.
Tonight: It's your call.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Sometimes you are a lot more vague
than you realize. Another's response surprises you. A scenario like this could play
out presently. Laughter and humor need to
become an even greater part of your day-today life. Refuse to take a comment personally. Tonight: Sometimes a secret needs to
be kept.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your imagination could help
you creatively at work, but be careful with
those in charge. Knowing when to limit
yourself becomes more and more important. Be direct with a child or friend. Expenditures go past budget, and you simply
might not care. Tonight: Having a good
time!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March
12, 1999
Aim for what you want and expect to
receive just that. Creativity and imagination peak. You are an endless source of
ideas. Be realistic when dealing with those
in charge, they will not appreciate any
embellishments! You'll make a lot of money,
although spending could be excessive, as
well Punk of the long term and be practical If you are single, you are unusually
gregarious, and you meet people easily.
Summer could be quite exciting. If attached,
your indulgent nature helps you bnng out
the best in your mate. You'll add a lot more
romance to your relationship. CAPRICORN is a friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You are inspired by others. Take
time to sit down and brainstorm. Clearly,
there are many ways to go, whether in a
work project or making social plans for the
weekend.Others are naturally helpful; you
are instinctive about what is needed. Express these thoughts. Tonight: Going way
overboard!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** At the last minute, work becomes demanding.You might wonder how
to handle this situation. Loosen up about
what is going on. Do your best for a boss.
Your role in the workplace is changing. Do
some needed research, then escape the
office ASAP. Tonight: Liberated at last!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** One-to-one relating is highlighted. You get a strong sense of direction.
News proves most fruitful and exciting.
You achieve what you want via the "side
door." Let your imagination spin; talk
about what could be. Another understands
your desires and will help. Tonight: You are
happiest as a duo.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
****You don't always understand where
others are coming from. Initiate talks with
a partner. Though there is an element of
vagueness, you gain a better sense ofdirection. Be careful about another's offer of
financial support. This person might mean
well, but he may not come through. Tonight: Out on the town.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others produce unusually intriguing ideas. Document their information.
Another might be inadvertently distorting
facts. Be efficient, clear your desk and get
through work as quickly as possible. More
interesting activities lie on the horizon.
Tonight: Out with the gang.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Allow more fun into your work.
Your high standards and ethics are wonderful; balance them with lighmess. A coworker needs time to talk to you and
brainstorm. Let him know the real you.
Cooperation will be on the upswing. Tonight: Out playing, for a change.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You are coming from a stable point
of view. Think before you leap into action
Others have strong opinions,as well. Wipe
your rose-colored glasses before going along
with a child's or loved one's request. He
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Author defends claim Versace had AIDS

SCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

.'--

Editor's note: Because of a
layout error in Wednesday's paper, the following story is being
published again.
MIAMI (AP) — An author is
defending her assertion that fashion mogul Gianni Versace had the
AIDS virus when he died, a contention that has prompted outrage
from his family.
Maureen Orth, a Washington
journalist who wrote extensively
on the Italian designer's killer for
Vanity Fair magazine, said she
learned Versace was HIV-positive
from a detective who was involved
in the manhunt for Andrew
Cunanan,

The information is published in
Ms. Orth's book, "Vulgar Favors:

Andrew Cunanan, Gianni Versace was killed and I felt compelled
and the Largest Failed Manhunt to try to unravel and untangle the
in U.S. History," which was released
story."
Tuesday by Delacorte Press. She
Versace, 50, was gunned down
also alleges police bungled the by Cunanan in front of the
designsearch for Cunanan, who was impli- er's South Beach mansion on July
cated in five slayings.
IS, 1997. A nationwide manhunt
On the eve of the book's release, for Cunanan ended eight days later
the designer's family angrily when he fatally shot himself in
denounced Ms. Orth's work.
an empty houseboat 2 1/2 miles
"The Versace family deplores away.
this mercenary invasion of their
Ms. Orth says she leartvd of
privacy and the scurrilous assault the designer's HIV status from
on the reputation of someone who detective Paul Scrimshaw.
was a victim of a horrible crime
Police chief Richard Barreto
and is not here now to defend said he was shocked by Ms. Orth's
himself," the family said in a state- assertion that Scrimshaw revealed
ment.
confidential information protected
Ms. Orth defended her work by law. He would not say whether
Tuesday, saying she "began this the police knew whether Versace
story way before Gianni Versace had the AIDS virus.

Scrimshaw, 53, retired from the
force soon after the case was
closed. Ms. Orth and Barreto said
they don't know his whereabouts.
Ms. Orth said Versace's medical condition was relevant because
he took his clothing empire public even though he knew he was
"He was asking the American
people or whomever to buy shares
in the company that the entire creative impetus and really the moneymaking function came from him,
and yet he had a terminal disease," Ms. Orth said.
Cunanan, 27, did not have the
AIDS virus, according to police.
+k killed four other men in Minnesota, Chicago and New Jersey
before Versace.

Former senator to write advice column

Editor's note: Because of a
layout error in Wednesday's paper, the following story is being
published again.
NEW YORK (AP) — They say
politics makes strange bedfellows,
but the publishing business can
create odd couplings as well.
Former Republican Sen. Alfonse
D'Amato announced he will be
penning an advice column for
George magazine, whose editorin-chief is John F. Kennedy Jr.,
nephew of Democratic stalwart
Sen. Ted Kennedy of Massachusetts.
And his first piece of advice
was to JFK Jr., saying in a news
conference Tuesday that Kennedy
BORN TODAY
might soon "be ready to lead the
Actress Barbara Feldon(1941),singer Liza city of New York."
Minnelli (1946), singer James Taylor
Kennedy's response? "Really,
(1948)
uh, not today, certainly."
•**
The suggestion came as the two
men announced that D'Amato will
be writing a political advice column,"Ask Alfonse," for Kennedy's
magazine.
D'Amato, who spent 18 year

in Washington before he was defeated by Democrat Chuck Schumer
last year, has not exactly been a
friend of the Kennedys.
In his autobiography, "Power
Pasta and Politics,- D'Amato said
"Kennedy's dual standards never
ceased to amaze me."
Yet he treated his future boss
much more kindly in suggesting

Kennedy has what it takes for
public office.
"Kennedy is doing it just the
right way," D'Amato said. "He's
got that electricity. He's go that
persona. This is a great magazine
he's put together ... He can do
and be whatever he chooses, and
he will choose in the fullness of
time to pursue public service."

To which Kennedy responded:
"This magazine has always been
an exploration of political issues.
... It isn't politics but it bumps
up against politics. This is what
it is now, but if it changes into
something else — and I'm not
being coy here — but if it changes
into something else in a number
of years, great."

ZRoUing Hills
urser •
HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725
800-472-8852

941-,4e€ •"7-e

15' Tall Maples

Ems 7Vaet

$5900
Reg. $100.00 NOW

.IS
L Paint Plus
Owners - Paul Myhill
& Sammy Tidwell

MURRAY

CIO

Bel-Air Center • Murray
759-4979

Enjoy Gift Shopping at...

ENGLISH FARMS

As you requested

Create a wonderful gift by making your own
selections or let us choose our favorite gourmet foods and can dies.
We can even help you shop for those "hard to buy for people

ALL BOXED CHOCOLATES
20% OFF
Through the month of March

3-DAY

Please Call

SUPER
SALE SPECIAL

753-0921 or
fax 753-6909

10th & Arcadia • M-F 9-5

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

7 .
1
x
I. • A

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

7534227

TocieURSOAY - FR/DAY - SATURDAY
dextRacie if-13

BRANDONtt.WORLD
121 By-Pass • Murray
753-5315 • 1-800455-5315

A tvu-d IV

14/14444 fickAo
1.44.14e

Pfr2oilZrett

(?)

Home Appliances & Electronics

LL ON SALE!
ZERO%

ONTIAC

PLUS...

1999 Buick Park Avenue

Only $28,499
Save:$4,401
Stock #B9040

so.n
sevedy Hart

by A.R. Gurney
'A Frisky New Comedy about
Man s Best Fend

M

On All Home Appliances Over $399 and
All Home Electronics Over $299

1999 Buick Century

Only $18,699

March 4-7,11-14,
18-*21*

FINANCING UNTIL JAN. 2000

Save:$1,521
Stock #B9014

*Interpreted performance'

Thurs.-Sat. 8 PM, Sun 2:30 PM
Tickets $7, $8, $9
Sponsored by Jackson
Purchase Energy Corp.

/999 Buick LeSabre

Only $20,999
Save:$3,683
Stock #B400€

Reservations: 502-444-6828
1-888-MHT-PLAY
TDD 602475-9321
141 KY AVE
PADUCAH KY 42003

Owned and Operated By: Opal Hart (#3066)
912 South 12th Street
Bel-Air Center • Murray
Store Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 502-753-2310
Important Credit Terrns Sales tax delrvery or installation not inducted in monthly payments shown Actual monthly pay
ment may vary depending on your current account balance arid may be slightly Nitre, in VT 0% Finance Charge
Details Available for qualified purchases with the Delayed Billing Option OF., good March 6 only Excludes water
treatment products & Kitchienaidit dishwasher Bose products S clearance merchandise Maytagell Neptune washer A
dryer Ask for further details
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CLASSIFIED

NO
Part tli
Si
Apply
Murray f
Ctt

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

\•,N,II

I) ‘11)

Ad Doadlines

kl I •%

7534916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
1.411 3 Ath

11•01
R6•1 •

LIM Ads $6.00 mama. I st day or per word per day for each addit.oard consocut.,e day
• k. (Toes Classrfseds o ato S ;.• a Guide)$2 OD extra for Wad box ads
$2 OD extra for

1•••
.

Just Say "Charge It"

•

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

s
kfr,"
•

,••

•

•

•

ADJUSTMENTS

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
- first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
25 wd. max.
1 insertion
70 wd. max
1 insertion

$14.00

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been
made in the Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fidusix
ciary
within
months of date of
qualification.
Estate of: Skelton,
Ruby J. 99-P-00052;
Fiduciary: Skelton,
Joseph Lloyd, 2660
Main St., Benton, KY
42025;
Appointed:
2,
1999;
Mar.
Attorney: Sid Easley,
204, S. 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.

_

Estate of: Michael
Robert Jump, 98-PFiduciary:
00303;
Steven C. Jump, 421
Drive,
Lynnwood
Franklin, KY 42134;
Appointed: December
9, 1998; Attorney:
Warren K. Hopkins,
405 Maple St. Suite B,
Murray, KY 42071.
Mary
Estate
of:
Frances Buckner, 99P-00056; Fiduciary:
Charles H. Buckner, 6
Leoma Road, Leoma,
TN 38468; Appointed:
Mar.
3,
1999;
Attorney: John A.
Gregory, Jr., 204
Sixth
St.,
South
Murray, KY 42071
Estate of: Clara E
Brozovic, 203 Rieman
Dr.,
Murray, KY
42071; 99-P-00057;
Bettie
Fiduciary:
203
Stephenson,
Riemen Dr., Murray,
KY 42071; Appointed:
Mar.
3.
1999;
Attorney:
Steve
Vidmer, 304 N. 4th
KY
St.,
Murray,
42071.
Estate of: Linda Sue
Lassiter, 99-P-00051;
Donna
Fiduciary:
Jackson, 2615 Taylors
Store Road, Hazel, KY
42049;
Appointed:
Feb.
24,
1999;
Attorney: Sid Easley,
204 S. 6th St., Murray,
KY 42071.

LEGAL NOTICE
CALLOWAY
DISTRICT COURT

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

The following estate
appointfiduciary
been
ments have
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within 6 months of
date of qualification.

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

Any persons desiring
to file exceptions to
the following final settlements should present same to the clerk
of this court on or
before April 14, 1999.

For free
information call:

Estate of: Otis G.
Falwell, 1003 Irene
Terrace, Murray, KY
Fiduciary:
42071;
Chyzell Falwell, 1003
Irene Terrace, Murray,
KY 42071; Case # 97P-00051.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree iocal claim

service'

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at $99,
14yrs experience. Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization. 753-1001
Fkaneil

Estate of: Edith Ruth
Morganelli, 3751 St.
Route 121 South.
Murray, KY 42071;
Betty
Fiduciary:
Cottrell, 3751 St.
Route 121 South,
Murray, KY 42071;
Case # 98-P-00209.

Maim
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's see & Sew
753-6981
ARE THINGS getting a little HAIRY? Banish the
worry of shaving. waxing
& tweezing permanently
Call Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare.
753-5900
Leigh Knight, CE
ATTENTION
Pnmestar Customers'
For A limited time you can
trade your Pnmestar bill
for an 18" digital satellite
system Free- that's rightthe equipment & installation are Free Programming starts with America's
top 40 channels for
$1999 You can also receive ABC. NBC, CBS,
PBS, & FOX. Call 901642-4077 Beasley Antenna & Satellite
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In The Classifieds

CLOSEOUT ADVERTISEMENT
This notice is intended to inform the residents of Murray/Calloway County, Kentucky
that the City of Murray is in the process of
closing out the Jakel Expansion Project. The
project was funded in part by the Kentucky
Community Development Block Grant
Program. A public hearing will be held at
Murray City Hall on March 25 at 4:30 p.m.
The purpose of this hearing is to review past
use of funds and program performance. If
there are any questions or comments about
the project, please direct them to the following:
Mr. Don Elias, City Administrator
City Hall, 5th and Poplar Streets
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 762-0309
Written comments will be received until the
date of the hearing. (At least 7 days after
publication)

WHEN THE BANK SAYS
"NO"- Call us. Consolidate
debt 10000 & 125% loans.
purchase and refinance.
turned down elsewhere?
Little or no equity. loans
for all credit. Midwest National Mortgage Banc. Inc.
Call toll free. 888-5488308.
HUD
License
#72840-00005. HUD License #11501-00003

TRUCK
ATTENTION!
Full lime produce
DRIVERS- No experience
persim Deeded.
training
needed-C.D.L,
preferred.
E‘perience
Earn
$978
up to
provided!
hut nil! train. ‘ppl
a week, no employment
Iii I0. BM 19411-0.
contract! We need Kentucky trainees and experi\ hirta%. kV 42071
enced drivers now! 800616-5055.
AVON
ATTENTION: 6 Openings Earn
extra income by repin immediate area for Petresenting the #1 cosmetics
ra Fashion Consultants
company 1-888-669-6820
Newest and fastest growIND/SLS/REP.
ing party plan in this area,
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
showing designer sleep- your own
business. Work
wear. Full time pay with flexible
hours. Enjoy unlimpart time work. No invest- ited earnings. Call toll free
ment. No quotas. Earn 888-942-4053.
free vacations plus other
BOOKMOBILE LIBRARIAN
prizes with unlimited earn- The Calloway County Pubing potential. For more in- lic Library is seking candiformation call 502-753- dates for the position of full
0298 after 6pm or leave time Bookmobile Librarian.
message.
No phone calls please_ All
candidates must apply in
ATTN: LPNs, RNs, RTs
person at the Calloway
and Paramedics! Become
County Public Library, bean RN or BSN graduate teen gam-5pm only.
and increase your income
C.C.P.L.
without going back to
710 Main Street
school' To schedule your
Murray, Kentucky 42071
interview in Paducah, call
Ben Graves- Director
March
by
Tallman
Robert
CDL DRIVERS-Owner Op18 1-800-737-2222.
erators,
truck
school
AUTOMOBILE Salesper- grads On-the-spot hiring
son for GM dealership. Free plates/ permits/ insurMail resumes to: Job Ap- ance
90%
no-touch
plications, 701 S. 12th St., freight Great pay and benMurray, KY 42071
efits package Start immeAttn: Salesperson.
diately' Call 888-299-7283

2 PERMANENT JOB OPENINGS

A iarge international Company is currently interviewing for
two (2) career minded persons to capitalize on an opportunity in the local area

WE PROVIDE
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

'Up to 30k-40k 1st year earning potential
• Health. Le, Dental Insurance plus 401k Savings & Star!
Purchases
• Three 131 weeks expense paid training, plus on the lob training
'Merit promotions. Management possible within six (6) months
• Your guaranteed starting income will be $1600 per month

IF YOU PROVIDE
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

• Strong desire to independently succeed
'Excellent public relations skills
'Competitive, sports minded track record
,Thr confidential personal interview

CALL NOW 9:30 AM -6:00 PM
502-443-3313 - ASK FOR DEANA MCDANIEL

Tobacco Workers Needed
5-1-99 to 7-31-99
8-1-99 to 9-30-99
10-1-99 to 1-10-2000

060
14elp Wanted
ACCOUNTANT- Christian
County Public Schools has
immediate opening for an
accountant (preference
CPA/MBA). Applications
accepted through March 1,
1999. Send resume to
Pam Nunn, 200 Glass
Avenue, Hopkinsville, KY
42240.
AIR FORCE- Great career
opportunities available for
high school grads. ages
17-27 Plus up to $9,000
enlistment bonus if you
qualify' For an information
packet call 800-423-USAF
or visit www airforce corn
ASSISTANT SERVICE
MANAGER
Celebrity Freight Systems.
a leading truckload carrier,
has an immediate opening
for a full time Assistant
Service Manager. Candidate must possess excellent communication & organizational skills. Possess the ablility to deal
with vendors arid effective
ly complete multiple tasks
We offer excellent benefits If you are a self starter
and consider yourself to
be a 'Team Player" send
or fax a resume to.
Celebrity Freight Systems
P.0 Box 8405
Paducah. KY 42002-8405
Attn . Bill Glisson
Fax (502)443-6741

75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence
paid when 1/2 contract met. $7.00/HR cutting/housing, $6.28/HR - setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment
Service Office.

CITY ROUTE CARRIER
For the
Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good
driving record and vehicle insurance. Six days per week delivery.
Apply in person at the Ledger &
Times. 1001 Whitnell Ave.

Help Wanted
Part time help Circulation
Dept. some heavy lifting
required. Early morning
hours. Apply in person.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell

•

•

•

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

•

DRIVERS- Hiring flatbed
drivers! Drivers for an industry leader. CDL training
available! Excellent pay
and benefits, top of the
equipment. Swift
line
Transportation. 800-3660250. (eoe-rn/f)
DRIVERS- Let us train you
to earn $600 per week. No
experience9 No problem!
Super benefits. KLLM 800865-7284.
CUSTOMER Service and DRIVERS- Now hiring sinSupport for local computer gle teams and owners for
company. Job responsibili- vans and flats. Great pay
ties include. Support for and benefits running priWindows NT, Novell and marily southern and west
Windows 98. Network en- from the Midwest National
vironment Individual must Distributors.
800-334be proficient and able to 9677.
support DOS, Windows DRIVERS- OVER THE
3.X, 95 & 98 application ROAD, 35 states. Flat with
software. Job function in- sides, late model convenclude: troubleshooting, in- tionals. 3 years experistallation, up-grades and ence. Start .30¢-.33c a
general maintenance of mile + benefits. Call 800customer sites. Applicants 444-6648. $1,250 Sign-on
must have exceptional Bonus.
communication skills, will- DRIVERS- Seeking driving to travel and professio- ers/ owner operators, mininal appearance. Send re- mum 23 years old, CDL
sume to: P.O.Box 2138, with hazmat, clean MVR, 1
Pans, TN 38242.
year verifiable OTR within
DRIVE/ . QTR_-Qeladon the last 3 years. Landstar
Trucking. New pay pack- Ranger. 800-325-3973.
age, teams-44c, solos FACILITY
MANAGER,
32c. Includes bonuses, ORGANIC PASTEURIZAsafety and longevity bo- TION PLANT, College of
nuses, 80% drop & hook, Industry and Technology,
no touch freight, assigned Murray State University.
conventional freightliners, Position to begin March
miles, miles, miles, excel- 1999.
QUALIFICATIONS.
lent benefits in 30 days. Bachelor's degree in agriCeladon Trucking Serv- cultural
with emphasis in
ices, Inc_ 800-729-9770.
animal science or agriculCONVENANT tural mechanization reDRIVER
$1,000 quired. Two years experiTRANSPORTsign-on bonus for Exp
with agricultural
ence
company dnvers 800-441- equipment to include trac4394 Owner-Operators. tors and loaders required.
call 888-667-3729 Bud One year experience in
Meyer Truck Lines Refri- supervision/ management
gerated Hauling, Call toll of personnel; good organifree 877-283-6393 solo zational and time managedrivers and contractors
ment skill with the ability

NON
CERTIFIED OR
NURSING
CERTIFIED
ASSISTANT POSITIONS:
Excellent benefit packages. On site certification
classes provided. Full-time
or part-time. Apply at:
WestView Nursing Home.
1401 S. 16th St. Murray,
KY. Or contact Kristy Stephenson, RN, Clinical Coordinator at 502-762-1591.

DRIVERS
OTR Semi dump/ van,
class N hazmat, excellent
pay/ benefits_ Home weekends. Year round work.
Call today 502-492-8892.
DRIVERS AND TEAMSStarting pay up to 37e a
mile. Assigned Freightliner
conventionals, Improved
speed stance, excellent
miles. time home every 710 days in most areas and
more! Experienced drivers
call Heartland Express tollfree 877-763-7483. Owner
Operators starting base
rate of up to 81c a mile.
Call toll-free 877-6348776 EOE
DRIVERS. HOME EVERY
Company
WEEKENDdrivers. start 32C a mile
(Includes .03 bonus) Free
Insurance. Excellent benefits Owner operators 82c
a mile ( Includes 02c bonus). Paid fuel taxes and
tolls. Insurances available
EPES Transport 800-9486766
DRIVERS, OTR- No New
York City, No Northeast or
Canada No loading/ unloading Minimum 23 year
with 1 year OTR with
HazMat. Paschall Truck
Lines 800-848-0405
DRIVERS- Attn - Professional owner operators! No
Canada, No New York City
& No North East, Min 23
year with 1 year OTR.
CDL with Hazmat Paschall Truck Lines 800848-0405.
DRIVERS- Great pay'
Hometime! (Up to 35c a
mile) Home time' (Home
weekly) Ternfice family
benefits (Just ask our drivers!) Or call 888-WORK-4US Averitt Express EOE

to handle multiple tasks;
excellent oral and written
communication skills; ability and willingness to make
oral presentations to large
groups preferred. RESPONSIBILITIES. Begin
start up operation of the
facility to include hiring of
assigned personnel/ establishment of operating
procedures; supervise daily operation of the facility;
maintain historical records,
coordinate testing of raw
material and finished product, maintain facility image
and security, and give presentations to regional
groups.
APPLICATION
DEADLINE: March 16,
1999. TO APPLY. Send
letter of application, resume, and three recent letters of recommendation
that addresses the required and desired qualifiMr. Jim
cations to
Vaughn, Assistant Dean,
College of Industry and
Technology, Murray State
University. P.O.Box 9,
Murray, KY 42071-0009
Equal education and emopportunity,
ployment
WF/D, AA employer
FULL time position available, shipping & receiving
clerk. No phone calls
please Apply in person .
Al) In One Sewing, 95
Chestnut St
HOUSEKEEPING, experienced preferred, will train.
Possible
advancement.
Apply in person Days Inn,
Murray between 3pm-8pm.
INSTALLER'S NEEDED
FOR SATELLITE- Primestar, DSS, and Dish All of
Kentucky Must have own
truck and tools Only dependable apply Plenty of
work. Call 800-250-7735,

INSURAIN
seeks off
Insurance
licensed I
train enth
or to inc
sume wit
to Insura
Box 29
42071
MACHINI
crating
& carpe
preferred
please
All In 0
Chestnut
MI
Celebrity
of Paduc
seeking
two full tir

sitions: c
Vernon,
in Padi
have Ch1

ence wit
repair p

Special Price

Professional Truck Drivers

ffeip Wanted

•••

Say

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

060

010
Legal Notice

tr.

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

6 LAa. Pr•••I

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

Excellent Miles/Money • Friendly
Dispatch • Excellent Equipment
• Home Every 7-10 days

benefit
ar
Celebrity
P. 0
Paducah,
Attn:
Fax (f.

Benefits: Health & Life Insurance
• 401K • Direct Deposit Weekly • Paid
Vacations • Riders Policy

800-925-5133
www.cbfs.com

01
thWINIMili
/ziti;i Crosser
,„•;,Hrer worn. tli
502-759-8662 or
502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St

Min

Tor
Calloway Monument Co.
"Still" Family
Owned & Operated
Custom designing & individual
craftsmanship continue to be our

"Specialty"

Reside
New(

Phone:(
Pager: (!

Mon-Fri 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun by Appt.

753-1962

Ne:
Crass)

FR'

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Eueryday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
•Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

103 S.
3rd St.

Free
Financing

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Pato

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may quakly for pre
terred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age 50
age 56
age 60
We 66
age 70
age 75

2m
(a
Wi

S.. Mai
Downtown
Murray

WI

MALE

FEMALE

$964
$12 24
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$10.04
$1248
$14 76
$2200
$3064

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-455-4199

rv

for 1.
cut t
&a
fram

I

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

imptilided
NOW HIRING
Part time Cashier &
Sales Clerk
Apply in person at:
Murray Home and Auto,
Chestnut St
INSURANCE
Agency
seeks office support staff
Insurance experience and
licensed preferred, but will
train enthusiastic newcomer to industry Send resume with two references
to Insurance Agency, P0.
Box 29, Murray, KY
42071
MACHINE Maintenance/
crating. Some mechanical
& carpetry background
preferred. No phone calls
please. Apply in person:
All In One Sewing, 95
Chestnut St.

1
rs

MECHANIC
Celebnty Freight Systems
of Paducah, Kentucky is
seeking individuals to fill
two full time Mechanic positions one based in Mt.
Vernon, IL and one based
in Paducah, KY. Must
have own tools. Experience with trailer and tire
repair preferred. Good
benefits. Send or fax
a resume to:
Celebnty Freight Systems
P. 0. Box 8405,
Paducah, KY 42002-8405.
Attn: Bill Glisson.
Fax (502)443-6741

M.I.S. Specialist Mediacorn Cable TV is seeking
an applicant to oversee all
aspects of in house computers, phones, reporting,
network and modems, including operation, maintenance, installation and repair. They would also be
responsible on an on going basis of report generation and Database maintenance. Qualifications: Preferred six months IS or related experience. Must be
available 24 hours for
emergencies, willing to
work weekends and nights
when required and be willing to travel occasionally.
Scheduled work week is
Monday to Friday 8am5p.m. Must be able to perform all duties with a minimum of training and supervision. Computer skills a
must. Experience with Lotus, Windows 95, Microsoft
Office (Excel/ Word), CSG
billing Monarch, or General Electronics is a plus.
Pay is based on experience, but is an entry level
position. Send/ Deliver applications ASAP to Mediacorn, C/O: Greg LeMaster,
90 Main St, Benton, KY
42025. E.E.O.
NOW hiring concrete finishers, truckers & operators at Bogard Trucking.
Apply in person at 719 S.
4th St. Murray.

iid

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Opening for the Season
Friday, March 12th
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4-9 p.m.
Sunday 11:30-8 p.m.
Closed Wed.

354-6521
41=11111Mral

O.

Li

lUr

)pt.

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 4374545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Licensed & Insured

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

leso

"Ices

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

giro

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
INC:COME 'FAX
• Individual • Business •
*Electronic Filing •

swer
prearred

PAGE
BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. fit h

LOCAL MEDICAL OFFICE
looking for full time secretary/ receptionist General
office duties Must be
bright, mature individual
with good public relations
and an eye for detail Any
insurance and coding expenence helpful Send resume with reference to
P.O Box 1040 A
NEEDED: Someone who
knows The Peachtree Accounting System to teach
it to my office staff. This
can be done in your spart
time. You will be paid well
for it. Call 502-753-4299.
ask for Bob .
OFFICE MANAGER for
growing business. Accounting background with
knowledge of accounting
software. Hours are flexible and compensation is
based on expenence. Position is available immediately. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-1, Murray,
KY. 42071.
OWNER OPERATORSCompany drivers. Looking
for company who cares
about their drivers? No escrow, base plate free,
equipment
insurance,
home weekends, 25003000 miles per week, planned
backhauls.
L&N
Transportation, Inc. 800632-4332, Louisville, KY.
PAINTERS: Black's Decorating Center of Murray,
KY is recruiting for experienced painters, $9.00 per
hour to start with. Opportunities for advancement
and benefits. Affordable
group health insurance
available. Interested persons should leave voice
mail message by calling
502-759-8609. No walk in
applications being accepted. Equal Opportunity employer.
SALES REPRESENTATIVES:- Tired of prospecting? Discouraged by call
backs? Want to be part of
a system that elimates
both;: Dynamic young
company offers: Health
benefits; training; high
commissions, no cold calling. Call Bob Taylor, 606299-7656 Monday thru Friday for personal interview.
SALESPEOPLE: Telemarketing experience helpful_
Good telephone skills a
must. Taking orders by
phone and packing them
for shipment, a big part of
the job. Full and part time
employment available. No
phone calls. Apply in person at The Tropics Too!
Sales and Service, 901
Coldwater Road, Murray,
KY after 5pm March 1016.
SENIOR
Programmer
Analyst, Administrative
Computing Services. Information Systems Department, Murray State University. Regular full time
position. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree. 4 or
more years professional
programming experience
in a mainframe environment. Experience with COBOL, CICS, VSAM and
MVS JCL preferred. University environment and/or
IBM mainframe experience
a definite plus. Responsibilities: Perform system
analysis and design work
on projects for university
administrative
departments support systems
that cross departmental
lines, perform programming and analysis duties
including application support and supervision, training and development of
programmer analysts. Assist in web enabling administrative systems. This
position reports to the
Manager, Administrative
Computing Services. Application Deadline: March
22, 1999. To Apply: Send
cover letter, resume and
the names, addresses and
phone numbers of three
professional references to.
Ann Gupton, Manager, Administrative Computing. Information Systems, Murray
State University. PO Box
9, Murray. KY 42071.
Equal education and employment
opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.

753-8107
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Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

L

Macau
For Salt

753-1916

For Details

SHADY Lawn Nursing
Home, Cadiz, KY is seeking to hire LPN/ RN for
Charge Nurse position
Eve/ Night. E.0 E
SHADY Lawn Nursing
Home, Cadiz, KY is seeking to hire CNA's for Day/
Eve shift E 0 E
THE SPRINGFIELD SUNis looking for an editor/
general manger Management, writing and photography experience necessary. For complet job description
call
Richard
RoBards at 502-465-8111

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT &
MARINA hiring for the
1999 Season as follows.
MARINA- needs Outside
Dock Person and Store
knowledgeable
Clerk,
about boats and fishing
helpful, rotating shifts,
must be able to work
weekends and holidays
when called for, and in
good physical health, retirees welcome. Full time
and part time positions.
RESORT- Grounds Maintenance, full time and part
time positions. Must be
able to work weekends
and holidays and in good
physical health, retirees
welcome. Call weekdays
only, between 9:00 to 4:00
for interview and job appli502-354-6568.
cationsLocated on Hwy 68 at Jonathan Creek.
WENDY'S is now hiring
work oriented people for
challenging positions including, daytime sandwich
makers, register operators,
& night time closers. Apply
between 2&4pm. Mon-Fri.
070
Domailit

aittleme
BABYSITTER needed .in
my home. 436-2481.
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
WILL babysit in my home.
759-9215 ask for Ellen.
WILL do housecleaning,
offices, retail business.
Please call 753-1016.
WILL sit with sick or elderly. Good reference. Call
489-6139
WILL clean housing or office by the hour or job.
435-4074.

BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONISTOpportunity to work at
home or in office typing for
doctors. Home study. Free
literature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta,
Georgia. 800-362-7070,
Dept, YYC742.
PIANO/ organ lessons_
Older beginners & adults
preferred. First lesson free
753-1810.

LOG HOME SPECIAL! 8
Logs for a 1924 sq foo
home. In stock for limited
time, $12,500.
Battle
Creek Log Homes, 800326-8045
MATTRESS' Smith Matress Factory, Symsonia
Ky 502-851-3160.
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
Came clothing for all ages,
workboots. Guns & knives.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.
247-4704
NICE 2pc. living room suit,
1 carousel horse, 15pc
Aunt Jemima set. 7530353.
PRIMESTAR SATELLITE
SPECIAL- No Equipment
to buy, no maintenance
cost, $49 net installation.
Programming starts at less
than a dollar a day. Call
600-635-9628.
SATELLITE SYSTEM 18"Direct dishes. Basic $59.
Dual box systems $174.
Ask about free programming. 800-325-7836. Open
daily.
SEE us for your bam or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
5,000+ sizes. 40x60x14,
$9,094;
50x 75x 14 ,
$12,275;
50x100x16,
$16,879;
60x100x16,
$18,261.
Mini-stoarge
buildings, 40x160, 32
units, $16,914. Free brochures. www.sentinelbuildings.com Sentinel Buildings, 800-327-0790, extension 79.
STEEL Buildings! Incredible savings! 30'x40' thru
120'x260'. Drop off or turnkey. Jeff White 753-9581.
WEDDING dress, Bridesmaid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10. Call 759-5339,
after 6pm.
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199.
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call today 800-842-1310.
WOOD bunkbeds for sale,
good condtion. Bulls comforters. 753-7060

computers

Apples*

MOM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
74-1 2

HOTPOINT 15ft chest
freezer, excellent condition Call 753-4566 beween 9am-5pm, ask for
Nell

lligsmastoPer

ALMO Country Store and FOR sale 3 Bedroom moCrawford's Garden Center bile home on country setIntersection 1824 & 464, ting within minutes from
convenience. Gas
Almo, KY. 753-1934 New city
heat, 2 full baths. large
selection of concrete lawn rooms. Must see to appreornaments, glazing balls, ciate. Call 759-9215.
bird baths, water fountains, etc. visit the gift MOBILE HOME LOANS shop for hospital, funeral 5% down, Refinancing/
homes, and special occa- Equity Loans. Free sellers
sions. We deliver! Bedding kit. Land or home loans.
plants arriving soon.
Repo and assumable
loans. Green Tree Financial, 800-221-8204; 800554-8717.
NEW homes starting at
7000 JOHN Deere, 6 row
$15,900. with central heat
planter with fertilizer box& air. See the housing
es. Also tobacco irrigation
leader!! Dinkins Mobile
system with 2200ft of pipe.
Homes, Inc. 2427 E. Wood
753-8582.
St. Paris, TN. 1-800-642200
4891.
looksosra
NO one, no where has a
better housing value! Over
NORDIC Track Pro model
60 new & used homes to
ski machine, $275. 753chose from. One of South9339
east largest & oldest dealership. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. 2427 E. Wood
St. Paris, TN 1-800-642A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
4891.
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlookHomes For Rent
ing river, Smoky Mountains, TN. Horse-drawn
carriage, cabins, jacuzzi, 2) 2Br. sewer & water. No
ordained ministers, no pets. 1/$275 1/$300. 5278808 outside Hardin,
tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS). 2BR, 1 bath, doublewide,
http:!/www.hea rtl an dwed - 94E, 4 miles. 759-4118.
ding.com.
2BR, 2 bath, 12x65, gas
ADORABLE AND AF- heat. Rent to own 759FORDABLE WEDDINGS!. 4118.
In the Smoky Mountains MOBILE home lots for rent
Log Chapel. All services 527-8808
provided. Including formal
NICE 2br trailer, no pets
wear, honeymoon rentals.
753-9866
Ordained ministers. Dollywood country. Before deciding, 800-262-5683.
BUS TRIP to Brown Co.
LOT for rent. 492-8488
Ind, March 31 to Apnl 2.
800-748-8571 or 362- LOTS for single & double
starting
at
wtdes
4837.
$85/month, 753-9270.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
MOBILE home lots for
Mountains, areas most
rent. 527-8808.
beautiful chapels, ordained
300
ministers, complete arBusiness Rentals
rangements, honeymoon/
family cabins, breathtaking
views. Wedding arrangeOffice Space
ments 800-893-7274. VaVarious size units
cation lodging,
Walnut Plaza
800-634-5814

104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Homes For Sate
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 26r,
1 bath, microwave, dishwasher, washer & dryer.
753-9866.

160
Home Furnishings

1984 14x56 must sell!
$2500 435-4319
2PC living room group, 1984 14x76 Commodore
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663
delivered and set up
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
BEDROOM
group, $4950 753-7975 or 753Old or New. 753-7185.
6885
CASH paid for good, used $15/wk. Call 753-4663.
1987 14X70 Buccaneer,
rifles, shotguns, and pis- BUTCHER block kitchen
2br, 2 bath. $10,000. 502trim,
$150
table
with
white
tols. Benson Sporting
527-5011.
Goods, 519 S. 121h, Mur- obo. 759-8626.
1995 26X60 Doublewide.
ray.
QUEEN size hide a bed excellent condition, 3br, 2
FURNITURE (Antique or Recliner and table w/lamp
bath, please call after
Primitive), Collectables, 753-3293 after 6pm
5pm. 502-437-4254.
and other antiques, 1
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
Classifieds
Reflections, Ltd. 3Br, 2
WANT to lease: Fire cured
bath, immaculate condiOffice
Open
tobacco barn, 1-3 acre cation. Must see! In Fox
pacity. 759-9695.
Meadows 753-8010.
p.m.
a.m.
5
7:30
WANTED: Riding mowers,
2/ 2BR, sewer & water. No
Monday-Friday
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
pets. 1/$275, 1/5300. 527Closed Saturday
need work. 436-2867.
8808 outside Hardin
150
Articles
For Saie
$444 POOLS, POOLS
$444 COMPLETE- New
20'x32' pool with deck,
fence, filter, liner, and
more! 100% financing
Free heating device. 800436-5467. R&S Special &
Appt. 0.A.C.
AAA POOLS! New leftover
1998 pools drastically reduced! For ex: 19'x31'
0.0. pool with sundeck,
fence, filter only $888 1
100% financing! Professional installation required.
additional cost. Call now
800-759-6058.
Limited
area.
COOKWARE
Factory
clearance! We quit doing
dinner parties! Have a few
beautiful new 17pc. sets
left! 7-ply! 100% waterless!
Was $1,599, now $3941
$70 bonus! 800-434-4628.
CURTAINS: Dorothy's ruffled originals/ "Country
Charm" assorted window
sizes and styles Call 7595167 for more info
ELECTRIC wheelchair, exAlmost
cellent condition
$6,000 less than 1994
new cost All paper work
available 436-5561 leave
message
FOR Sale. T-Shirt press
for transfers. National
Brand, top of the line,
w/heat set & timer, hardly
used Perfect condition
$450 Call 474-8704 after
5pm.
GREEN lazy boy recliner,
4pc bedroom suite, sofa,
gold lazy boy recliner,
breakfast table 4 chairs,
Kerby vacuum cleaner
753-1384

i

&Seifert

NO down payment Lo
ready for mobile home
767-9435

AVIVIVAIMtkrFor Landscaping, Lawn Maintenance,
Aerating. Fertiziling and Over Seeding.
Spring Clean UP. Mulch and To Soil
Delivery, Garden
Tilling. Bushhogging.
Call for

Free Estimates

753-7039

"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

New Homes, Garages,
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Pole Barns, Decks &
Additions, Etc

(502) 436-5253
or 4361370
, Free Estimates
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COMMERCIAL building
over 1800sq ft.. 3 overhead doors. Location, 5
points. More information,
Rogers Enterprises
753-5140
NOW RENTING
Offices of various sizes
and prices. Furnished or
unfurnished. paid utilities.
PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633, 436-2856 evenings.
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center. 753-6612 or 7534509.

Aperlmeate For Rent

28R new apartment, central h/a, dishwasher, w/d.
Diuguid Drive $400/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call Mur-Cal 7534444.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 11/2 bath townhouse, appliances furnished, with washer & dryer.
No pets. 753-2905.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
4BR, 2112 bath Townhouse, 1217 North 16th.
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118.
EXTRA nice 2br duplex, all
appliances, 1819 Ridgewood, $450/mo.
2BR, 2 bath duplex w/garage,
1706
Oakhill,
$600/mo. 753-7457.

••••••••.?,•-•

.111...••

apt for you. Water & appliances furnished. No pets.
Starting price $225/mo.
753-3949.
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Roams For Rent
SLEEPING
MOT.
$150/mo Coleman RE
753-9898

DUPLEX 2br, fully applianced Washer & dryer,
C/H/A 759-2070, 7532571

320
Apartments For Rent
1 & 2BR apartments, are
professionally cleaned before you move in. Call
Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444.
1 BEDROOM. 1 bath, 11/2
blocks from MSU. Newly
remodeled. No pets, references required. $235
monthly plus deposit. 7533949 or 759-3050 after
6pm.
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath, w d
hookup, 112 blocks from
MSU Newly remodeled.
No pets, references required $285 monthly plus
deposit 753-3949 or 7593050 after 6 pm
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
S200/mo 753-4109
1405B
VALLEYWOOD,
2br, 1 bath, newly painted
& carpeted, room length
closets. Kitchen appliances, washer/ dryer hookup Garage size storage
building in rear, $450/mo.
$450 deposit Responsible
for mowing 1/2 yard. No
pets. Leave message
753-3018, 753-6147
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR apt. Plain but clean
Close to campus $180
month. 753-7276.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
wd. available now. Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, near MSU. $200/mo
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR apt, central h/a. Wiswell Rd, $350 rent & deposit 753-3415 or 7537123.
2BR Duplex with carport,
18021/2-A
central h/a
Monroe Ave. $375. Deposit 1 year lease, no pets
753-8002
2BR Duplex. 2br apartment. bath nice. Call MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
2BR duplex. central h/a,
appliances
furnished
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118

Looking for the PERFECT HOMESITE?
Look no further
Murray Estates- The Perfect combination
of lifestyles and location
94W. City limits- Watch for our entrance
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 Toll Free
502-435-4487

marx lirescott
General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specializing in small homes

489-2842

'One Call
Does

moRRis „y,
Repiacement
0
1141 1
4ANs

It
Air

IMPROVEMENT

ROME

641)6147

Painting • Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage- Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. with bluepnnts & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes
We also specialize in construction of lake homes.
large or small.

Bruce Green
Btaidang Contractor, Inc.

(502)753-8343

•

*

VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, tyr lease, 1 mo. deposit. No pets. 753-2905.

1YR old 3br, 2 bath home
$660/mo Mur-Cal Realty
EXTRA nice, 1 br. 1 bath,
753-4444
central gas h/a, appliances 2 OR 3131R house, $350/
furnished, including w/d, mo, plus deposit. No pets.
1yr lease, 1 mo deposit, So.16th St. 489-2922.
No pets. 753-2905.
2, 3 & 48R houses, lease
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- & deposit required.
4br house w/washer & dry753-4109.
er, furnished, near MSU. 2BR house appliances furInquire at 1210 Main St. nished, w/d hook-up. No
753-1252 before 5pm, pets. 753-0728 after 4pm.
753-0606 after 5pm.
2BR, stove, refrigerator,
NICE 2br, 1 bath duplex. utility, cih&a, garage. Refcentral h/a, $375/mo, $375 erence, deposit, $350/mo.
deposit. Quiet neighbor- 492-8594.
hood. 759-3555.
3 BEDROOM unfurnished,
NICE homey 2br, 1 bath, close to MSU, low income
appliances, C/H/A. Light must quality. Equal housquit, large closets, private ing opportunity. 436-5685.
entrance. No pets_ Depos- 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath
it. 492-8634.
house in town. Washer,
NOW available- lbr apart- dryer, stove, refrigerator.
ment, furnished and paid NO PETS, $375 mo. deutilities. Lease and deposit posit & references rerequired. Near downtown. quired. 759-1519.
No pets. 436-2755.
3BR brick with stove, reNOW renting 1 br apart- frigerator. & carport. Availments. $215/mo. College able March 10th $450/mo
Farm Road Apartments.
plus deposit. 753-8981.
753-6716.
3BR house near hospital
NOW taking applications and middle school. Partialfor 1, 2 & 3br apartments. ly fOrnished, low income
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart- rent. 767-9102.
ments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportuni- 3BR, 1 bath. brick, 1 car
ty. 759-4984. TDD# 1-800- attached garage, central
heat & air. Sycamore &
247-2510.
RED
OAKS
APART- Woodlawn. $495/mo plus
MENTS: Make it your security deposit, no dogs.
home! Great 1 or 2br 474-2520.
apartments with great 3BR. 2 bath brick, 8 miles
price, central h/a, laundry north. $600/mo plus defacilities. Office hours posit. 753-8582.
8am-5pm.
Mon.-Fri. 3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A, W/D,
(502)753-8668,
Equal stove, refrigerator. $385 +
deposit 435-4314
Housing Opportunity.
SMALL 2br new campus, 3BR, 2 bath, two car garage, central hie. Will be
no pets. 753-5980.
TIRED of big electric bills? available as of 3/6/99.
We have a one bedroom 901-642-1846.

wir••••

•

UNIVERSITY
Heights
Apartments is now accepting applications for 1 & 2
bedroom rental assisted
apartments These are for
families disabled, handicapped. senior citizens
wheelchair accessible For
more information call 502759-2282 Mon - Wed Fri 9 00am-5 00pm For
heanng impaired only call
1-800-247-2510
Equal
Housing Opportunity.

-a
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•
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100
For Rent
:. .

Yd Ss

COMPLETELY remodeled
house 3br. 2 bath, dining
room, living room, utility,
central h/a, gas fireplace,
garage, and large storage
4uilding 3 miles from
town. Call 753-5719 (day)
Or 753-2647 (night)

•
• , 5 5.•
•.„s
, -.

•

s

••
•
S. %

•

HAZEL, 2br, lease & deposit 492-8526
r410E 2 or 3br farm house
1bath, stove/ refrigerator,
furnished, Central gas
heat. Washer/ Dryer hook
bp. 753-2905.
NICE 2BR house near
campus, $350/mo, plus
deposit. 753-0076.

55 •

Garage Sale

641 Storage
753-5585
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
Pets & Supplies
AKC Doberman Pinsche
ready to go Call 502-653
2190

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

16" SADDLE King o
Texas, slick seat saddle
All Size Units
$550 753-8965
Available
4 pretty ponies and misc.
tack All must go. 4354319.
CREEKVIEW
CHICK
DAY,
ducks,
Self-storage warehouses geese, turkeys. Call Farmon Center Drive behind ers Farmacy, 759-2248 to
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
order before 3/15.
759-4081
HI-MAG Mineral, $7.95 for
50Ib bag. Farmers Farrnacy, 759-2248

753-3853

Classified

1514 Oxford Dr.
Sat. - March 13
6:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
New items added,
baked goods, clothing, misc.
DONATIONS
ACCEPTED

Resi Estate
KIRKSEY, nice 1br, ga
rage apartment on 1/acre
489-2810
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all pnce ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.
LARGE bldg with living
quarters on 21/2 acres off
641. Possibly commercial.
502-753-3653 or 618-7972728
NORTHEAST of Murray
7.5 miles. Beautiful 3-#
acres with partially furnished mobile home, 40x32
wired shop, block storage
building, carport. Additional acreage
available.
Shown by appointment only. $54,900.
Call 901-285-0396.
TRI Plex 3/ 2br apts on
11/2 acres. $45000. 12
acres $18000. 18 acres
$23000 All in Calloway
Co. 354-8667.

[
11231taks Peopetty
KENTUCKYLAKEFRONT15 acres, $39,900. Lake
property on beautiful undiscovered lake. Small
town, country living. Meadows, woods, views and
sunset. 4 seasons, year
round boating & fishing
800-816-5253.

A
Mrs. Bertha Hines...
Will sell her comfortable
two-bedroom home just north of
downtown Hazel, KY to the
highest bidder at 11 a.m. on
March 13th, 1999. In addition,
we will sell the complete household furnishings beginning
at 10 a.m.
Terms on personal property complete settlement day of sale. Real Estate 20% down da,, of
sale- balance within 30 dabs.

FARRIS AUCTION &
ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Mike
Conley & Roger Stubblefield - Apprentices
Max R. Dodd - Broker
P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY • 15021492.87%
'vot responsible for accidents Announcements dos or
sale take precedence over all printed material

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday•••Nlarch 20th•••10:00 A.M.•••1999
. Rain or Shine • Lunch As ailahle
Palmerssille, Tennessee
Auction will he held on the farm located at 741 Donoho
Levee. Palmerss die. Tennessee. From Palmerssille follow
Highway 89. 2.8 miles towards Linville. Kentucky. Turn
left onto Bovdss Ole Road and Donoho Lesee Road. Go
2.9 miles to 'Smith Farm on left.
Owner Leased Farm & Retired
51r Ralph Smith has leased his land out and commissioned
Alexander Auctions & Real Estate Sales to sell this equipment at Absolute Auction.
Clean One Owner Fanning Equipment Shedded All Its Life
SELLING ABSOLUTE
1974 John Deere 4230 Tractor (#016336R) one owner ',7730 hrs. snap on duals. Bt. 75. Ford 5000 Tractor - one
'owner - 6813 his. Bt. 75. John Deere 210 Wheel Disc 14.
Tote 520 gal. Stainless Wheel Sprayer. Brillion Roller
Harrow. Gravity Row Trailer w/Hyd. Auger. Modern 3 Pt
Blade. Hesston StakHand 10 Hay Stacker. Howe 10 3 Pt
Rotary Mower. 4-Wheel Trailer. Ford 4-Wheel Cultivator.
N, John Deere 4 Row Planter. Ford 4 Row Cultivator. 1982
/John Deere 6620 Hydrostatic Combine w/216 Bean
Platform 2112 hrs. #506053. John Deere 443 6 Row Corn
Head 30", John Deere 7000 Planter 6-30- Rows w/No Till
Colters & Insecticide Boxes. Marliss 3 Pt. Grain Drill 14'
%Oslo Till Colters & Press Wheels. 1967 GMC 4000 Truck
w/Grain Bed & Hoist. Ford 501 Sickle Mower 7' Blade.
Ford Md 483 Breaking Plows - 4 & 5 Bottom. Blanton II
Tine Chisel Plow. 7 Tine Chisel Plow. 8" Transport Auger
This equipment is well maintained, paint on tractors &
combines are good.

•

Miscellaneous Parts & Shop Supplies
Wood Splitter • 2 John Deere- Rims & 1526 Tires • Barb
Wire • Hog & Cow Panels. Gates • Propane Bottles •
Misc Parts & Other Items for above equipment.•

I

•

I.

THIS WILL BE AN OPEN AUCTION
CALL
ALEXANDER AUCTIONS TO CONSIGN EQUIPMENT - EQUIPMENT CAN BE CHECKED IN DAY
BEFORE THE SALE.
SPECIAL CONSIGNMENT: 16 FT. STOCK'GOOSENECK STOCK TRAILER. CASE F2I WINGFOLD
DISC(19 FT.), FORD 4 ROW CULTIVATOR
PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS: Cash, Cashiers
Check, or Current Bank Letter of Credit required by all
persons not personally known by auction company.
For more information, call: Mr. Ralph Smith. 741 Donoho
Levee Road. Palmefsvitle. TN 09011822-6713

_

Alexander
Auctions & Real Estate Sales
Marvin F.. Alexander.('Al Auctioneer T.1.9; T.F.L. i07
239 University Street • Martin, TN 38237
Office:(901) 587-4244

COMMERCIAL
OPPORTUNITY! B-2
Zoned, 2-Story Brick Large 5 BR 2 BA with
great potential for legal
or
other
business
offices. Call for more
information or for viewing at 753-1651. MLS
97000335

Music Dept. MWC benefit "Relay for Lite"

All Sizes Available

AKC Registered chocolate
labs. 8 wks old, both parents on site. $150. 4354656
DOG Kennels, 10'x10'x6,
$184.95. Also available,
Underground Electronic
pet fences Farmers Farmacy, 759-2248
DOG obedience classes or
119 Main • 753-6266
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
C-STORAGE
SHELTIES,
(toy Collies),
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to AKC Sable & White & Tr'
502-354-8211.
Cunningham Auto Repair
390
753-3571
& Supplies

51

•

Used Cars

•.

,

TENNESSEE LAKE VIEW
BARGAIN- 3 acres with
boat dock $19,900. Beautifully wooded spectacular
views, located at crystal
clear mountain lake, next
to 18 hole golf course!
Paved roads, utilities, soils
tested. Low, low financing.
Call
Lone
Mountain
Shores now 800-704-3154
ext. 1750

NORTH WOOD
BUSINESS PARK
1 25- 2 5 Acre lots for
business & light industry.
City limits. All utilities 7531362 ext. 129.
FT.'S*
15.5 ACRES. 4br home, a
very nice horse farm with
pasture, barns, springs
and creeks. Reduced to
$57,500, easy terms. 7539302, must sell.
43 1 ACRE farm, 8 miles
east of city, black-top road,
beautiful building sites,
spring fed creeks $1750
per acre. 753-4984_
Menge
1 TO 275 acres, owner fi
nancing possible. Coldwa
ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300.
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd. Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call.
502-441-2253.
203 acres. 15 min from
Murray. just East of Puryear, TN Approx. 1(4 mile
of road frontage Standing
timber included About
5000 is timber. with great
deer hunting Call Moody
Realty ask for Billy Fuchs
1-800-642-5093_
5 2 ACRES. 121 S $7995
10% Down, low monthly
payments 753-9302
ACREAGE for sale or
lease near WalMart with
Hwy 641 frontage Make
an offer 753-3949
WANT in Tennesee7 5+
Acres. beautiful building
site, pond, fencing. corral
N W Henry Co Asking
$19,900 Call C-21. Gate
way Realty, Inc 901-6429166 or 1-800-467-9166

LOTTA
HOUSE,
LOTTA LOT - Quality
3 BR on 3 acres mil.
Has more extras than
I've got space. Lovely
Oak kitchen, breakfast
room, screened porch,
gas fireplace. Lots more
$195,000. See it, love it.
MLS #7000293
SPARKLING READY
Rental or great starter
home. Affordable two
bedroom, one bath
home. Priced right to
sell. MLS #7000303

1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
ROYALE, 4dr, p/w,
cruise, tilt, white w/blue interior, new tires, garage
kept, serviced every 2500
miles 113xxx miles. but in
very good condition. Second owner. $4900. Can be
seen at the Ledger &
Times or call 474-8704

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange ti
nancing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed
Must
have at $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

1-800-566-2277.
Vans

AFFORDABLE.
quality
contruction you can depend on Framing, finishing, roofing, siding, concrete and home repair.
Building additions, garag&Motors
es, decks, porches, fences, etc Complete work,
15' BAYLINER Jazz Sport
no )ob to small or big. Free
jet boat, 120hp Mercruiser
estimates 759-0373
engine, seats 4 Very low
ALL Carpentry Service
hours, asking $8,000 759From Foundation to
4397 leave message
Finish
16FT Jon boat, 30 hp
18Yrs experience
Johnson motor, trolling
New Construction • Remotor, depth finder, nearly
modeling• Repairs. Cusnew, $3500. Call 753tom Cabinets• Concrete
1630.
Work AGC Certified
1972 14' Tn-Hull fishing
435-4272
boat 50hp Johnson motor. ALL ELECTRICAL ALL
Depth finder and trouing CARPENTRY Garages,
motor, trailer included Additions, Restoration. 24
$1200. Call after 6.00 p.m
hour service calls Refer901-782-3405.
ences, Licensed & Insured. Call Larry Nimmo.
L&J Home Builders
753-9372 or 753-0353
ALL TYPES OF WORK
A-1 Tree Professionals. Landscaping,
mulching,
Stump
removal, tree hedge trimming,
lawn
spraying. Serving Murray, seeding,
fertilizing, deCalloway Co. since 1980.
thatching, sweeping gutter
Free estimates. 437-3044 cleaning and
guards. Tree
or 492-8737.
tnmming and removal, lot
Al Al A Tree Service,
cleanng, brush briar clearStump
removal, tree ing, bushhogging, sickle
spraying, leaf
raking, mowing, hauling, etc. Fast,
hedge trimming, landscap- courteous service. Mesing, mulch hauling & mulch sage 753-2092.
spreading, gutter cleaning.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furLicensed & insured. Full
niture repair & custom
line of equipment. Free eswoodworking. 753-.8056.
timates. Tim Lamb,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
436-5744,
PROFESSIONAL
1-800-548-5262.
DEPENDABLE.
AFFORDABLE all around
502-767-9552.
hauling, tree work, gutter
APPLIANCE REPAIR
cleaning, cleaning out
All brands, Kenmore 30+
sheds, & junk clean-up.
years experience BOBBY
436-2867
HOPPER, 436-5848
CARPORTS for cars and
BACKHOE SERVICE
trucks. Special sizes for ROY HILL. Septic system,
motor home, boats, RVs drive-ways,
hauling, founand etc. Excellent protec- dations,
etc. 436-2113.
tion, high quality, excellent
CALL D.B. Lawns, Etc.
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
for your yard clean-up,
landscaping, & lite hauling.
REASONABLE RATES
767-0768
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime.
1995 35' LAYTON Deluxe
5th wheel $14,500 502623-6391 days 502-6745647 nights

1990 Full size Chevy con
version. 60xxx, one owner,
COLDILLJ
like new inside & out.
Li
B AN
$7500 obo. 753-9523.
WOODS & ASSOCIATE
1995 VOYAGER SE van
414 S. 12th St.
one owner, like new, still
Murray, Ky 42071
under warranty Must see
753-1651
502-436-6050 anytime
GOO
2BR, 1 bath bnck home.
WWIDade
Central h/a, gas logs on 5
acre wooded lot. 32X32
masonry block building. 1979 GMC Sierra pickup,
Small 1 car garage. Call ow miles on a 350 motor.
Good condition. Also, 970
435-4014 anytime.
3BR, 2 bath Condo with Case tractor with duals.
Mint condition. 498-8669.
garage. 753-7947.
3BR, 2 bath, brick mainte- 1984 CHEVY, Iwb, 305
cruise, autonance free home, in the V8, p/w,
matic. Great condition.
$70's. 753-8245.
3BR, brick, 2 baths, car- 767-9127.
port, city water, 3 miles 1987 Chevy Silvered° 4x4,
gray, nice truck, loaded
from Murray 753-9711
4BR, 2 story home, near $5650 Call 753-8419,
university, dining room & anytime
basement. Priced in $70's. 1996 DODGE Ram 3500,
4 wheel Diesel 759-5286
753-1040.
DUPLEX for sale. 2br, and
a bath on each side.
$85.000. in Northwood.
759-4406.
EAST Y Subdivision 3br,
brick ranch, $80's
753-0444
FOR sale by owner: Pnce
reduce. 10 Room, 4br.
31/2 bath, 10 closets, 2
fireplaces, large deck, gazebo w/hot tub, 4000 sf
home with many upgrades. Approx. 1 acre.
Great buy at $195,000.
753-4882.
LOVINGLY
maintained
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
three bedroom, two bath
IF YOU NEED IT - IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE
home in Sherwood Forest.
ANY
AND EVERY TYPE OF IMPLEMENT!!
Living room, family room
with fireplace, formal dining room, kitchen, laundry
room with shower, garage_
Gardener's delight
in
Spnng, Summer and Fall.
$96000. Adjoining
lot
available.
759-1387.
Agents welcome.
NEW house nearing completion at 1302 Larkspur in
Cambell sub. 3br, 2 bath
bnck with 10' ceiling in livIN!
ing room/ dining room.
Tray ceiling in master bedroom. whirlpool, white cabinets, hardwood floors in
hallways and kitchen. Fireplace, porches, steps leadFANCY FARM, KY. 502-623-8466 ie
ing to attic storage 759THE SELLING MACH/NE' RI'
RV
4586.
NEW on the market. Nice
& clean. 3br brick ranch
wirange, refrig, & dishwasher, patio & fence
yard. Priced in mid $50's.
Great in town location Call
Esther at Grey's ProperSaturday, March 13, 1999• 10 a.m.
ties 759-2001.
Paris, TN - 211 W. Wood St. -1 Block off court
SAVE $ direct from owner.
square.
3br, 2 bath, built '97.
Heartland Flowers & Gifts is going out of
$86500 753-6052
business and selling their complete inventory
& fixtures at public auction.
RANI

eLL
KeR

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR

NE ANNUAL GIGANTIC CONSIGNMENT
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

((AUCTION)
SAT. MARCH 13TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY.

1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKHOES - TRUCKS
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY

BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY
MARCH 10TH - 11TH - 12TH
FOF1 CHECK

JAMES R. CAS
J pi "EAU:TIMER i REAL ESTATE BROKER

AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.!

PUBLIC AUCTION

FOR sale Fully loaded.
1993 Yamaha Kodiak 400
4 wheel drive with less
than 200 actual miles Call
759-9839
KAWASAKI
4-wheeler,
Prairie 400 Nearly new
759-9695
YAMAHA Tri- Zinger. runs
good. 759-9965.
Utility Vehicles
1996 CHEROKEE Coun
try 4x4, 41,xxx, local one
owner. sharp& $15,900
435-4423
1996 Toyota 4- Runner V6 loaded, white 59xxx
plus miles 502-435-4007
UssdCws

1972 Mustang 302hp en
gine $1500 After 6 00
901-782-3405
460
1985 Camry LE. lite blue,
limos For Ws
sport wheels, very clean,
95xxx miles 753-8361
2 OR 3br house on 2 1987 VW Jetta
Good
acres in a country setting clean car $1950 See
at
only 5 minutes from town Keith's Lawn & Tractor
2 out buildings. central h/a 759-9831
$72.000 Call 753-3962 1993 CHEV Lumina,
good
leave message
cond. $4500 759-9268
2-3 BEDROOM 1 bath
1993 TOYOTA Camry LE,
Totally renovated in nice 4 cyl. 69xxx miles, excelneighborhood 1605 Par- lent condition, $9.900
klane 753-7237
753-9339.

PARTIAL LISTING
1987 GMC mini van + plant stands 4 mantle
clocks + room dividers + table lamps + lots of
silk flowers + fans + pedestals + stereo + round
tables + rockers + cherubs + assortment of figurines + water fountains, interior or exterior +
peg boards + several pictures + wall mirror +
small water fountain + glass shelving + 9 piece
white wicker wedding set + 4 piece set white
wrought iron 15 arch candle holder + grape
vine wreaths + 2 bird cages + stemware + 2
Christmas trees (decorated) + cash register +
computer w/printer + 3 telephones + display
racks + Jordon double door cooler + step stool
+ ladders + assorted wicker baskets + 5 fold up
tables + Highlander floral containers + fresh
cut vases + wall containers + Mylar & latex balloons + walk-in cooler + microwave + lots of
assorted ribbons + small Santa Claus + oil
lamps + wire wood picks + coffee pot + assorted holding sticks + floor stands + MUCH,
MUCH MORE.
Announcements day of sale take precedence
over previously printed material. Not responsible for accidents_
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

90g(Tv.
AUCTION SERVICE
Purim. Tareuee
(01)2473784
LK KY & 11445
"TAYLOR MADE AUCTIONS ARE BETTER"

CLARK'S LAWN CARE
Free estimates, 9 years
experience 767-9598
CLEANING Houses &
Businesses. We're ready
to Spnng Clean for you!
Do it the right way with
EASY WAY 436-2299.
CLEANING SERVICE
For real estate, RENTALS
& new construction Also
painting & repair.
759-0484
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience
753-5592.
CONCRETE finishing.
Sidewalks, patios, driveways. Free Estimates.
435-4619
CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, fencing, carports,
garages, hardwood floors
installed & finished. Affordable rates. 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, box blade
work Free estimates Gerald Carroll 492-6159
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured. Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling. or just replacing a
switch Licensed & Insured Off 753-0834
Hm 759-9835
EVANS odd lob service
502-489-2617
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.
FOR dependable and reliable lawn mowing, mulching, landscaping, and odd
jobs, call Kenneth Howard
at 767-9939 and leave
message
References
available upon request
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured 489-2839
GRASSHOPPER Mowing
Service Competitive pricing and quality service
Call for estimates
502-753-9210
GREEN Care, will mow &
trim lawns, reasonable
rates 559-2667 & 7679279
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing. yard
work,
proches & decks Any lob
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500

HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted No )ob too small
Ph 753-2388 or 436-5759
LAWN Mowing, Reasonable Rates Call for estimate 435-4423
LAWN Service Pay less
for better Call Dan
753-9618

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water Removal, Furniture, FREE Estimates Call Today.
753-5827
LOVETT'S LAWN CARE
Mowing, thmming. mulching. Reliable Reasonable
rates. Experienced. Call us
at 753-9646.
PAINTING
Experience
Counts! Danny Robinson
753-0616
PAINTING INT- EXT Free
Estimating.
Call 4374364.
PLUMBING
REPAIR
SERVICE. All work guaranteed. Free estimates.
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.

By Pete

TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & PAINTING
needs
Pressure
washing etc Dryvit cleaning 759-3463
TRU-LEVEL
LAWNCARE & VINYL
SIDING MAINTENANCE
where lawncare is taken
to a new level Serving
Murray with the best prices, free estimates, mowing & thmming, landscaping, any yard work, &
cleaning of your vinyl siding. For your FREE estimate call 767-0151 or 7679822
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured Over 20
years expenence. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
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Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network Mon-Fn, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

STYROCRETE
BUILDERS
YARD TECH
REWARD WALL SYSFull Lawn Care
TEMS: Homes & BaseWith the best equipment
ments, (R32), Insulated
available to serve your
concrete forms. CLASSIC
needs. Call for early bids
STEEL FRAME HOMES:
437-4723
residential, agricultural,
light commercial, mini
Free GOltalnit
warehouses. 436-2007.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full 2 FREE puppies. Healer &
line of equipment. Free es- Husky mix, will make good
farm dogs. 436-5038 after
timates. Day or night,
5pm
753-5484.

NON
New
*Low
Coop.
TIRO

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed
www.automobilesonline.com
Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

$100
Online Cash Rebate
DWAIN
TAYLOR
6"/;euroie,
OF MURRAY, KY

THAT
WAS A
PA

rRIEUS
OCUSTOPA KITCHEN CABINETS.
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types of:

Custom Woodworking
0 Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny

CA1
Bread)

753-5940

WHAT
LYDIA
WHE
DUMP
1RVI

•11.11..n•-•••••

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"
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01,1•
AC.

24 Hour
Emergency
Service
15 Years
Experience

(502) 474-8222
Cell 519-7781

Auto Loans

PE

Wheeler McClain rord can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans avail-

I'M
TOL..

able for 1st time buyers,
had credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-056

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
\ IIigh.as
45 `south

247•9300
14400-1,74-02541

•

ki Wield
Kentucks

1

'
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

if 18e&

DEAR DR. GOT'!'- My elderly uncle,
who lives alone, suffers from recurring
headaches, nausea, weakness, blurred
vision and disorientation. His doctor
says the symptoms are probably
caused by little strokes. But I worry
that the propane heater in his apartment may be to blame. Am I off base?
DEAR READER: On the contrary;
you may be right on target. Your
uncle's symptoms are typical of carbon monoxide poisoning.
Carbon monoxide, an odorless and
colorless gas, is an unavoidable
byproduct of fossil-fuel combustion. It
causes thousands of needless deaths
each year and accounts for more mortality and morbidity than all other poisonings combined. Motor vehicle
exhaust is the most common source of
carbon monoxide. Other sources
include natural gas, charcoal,
kerosene and wood. This is the reason
why adequate ventilation is so crucial
when space heaters (or propane furnaces) are used in the home.
Because carbon monoxide has more
than 200 times the affinity of regular
oxygen in combining with hemoglobin
in the blood, people exposed to this
danger quickly suffer from the signs
of asphyxiation. Mild symptoms
include headache and dizziness that
may progress to collapse, seizures
and coma. Many cases of carbon

-5:30.

monoxide poisoning are incorrectly
diagnosed as "flu" or "strokes."
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DEAR ABBY

4rf.,1

mask, if applied early enough, will
almost always cure the poisoning.
I agree with you that carbon monoxide is a possible problem in you
uncle's apartment.
For more information about this
and other air-quality issues, write to
the Environmental Protection
Agency's Indoor Air Quality
Information Clearinghouse, P.O. Box
37133, Washington, DC 20013-7133 or
call them at (800) 438-4318.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What makes my
tongue get red, swollen and painful?
DEAR READER: 1 dunno. See a
dentist. The condition you describe
appears to be glossitis (inflammation
of the tongue), which can be caused
by strongly flavored chewing gum,
smoking, spicy foods, ill-fitting dentures and oral infections.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY: I have never written a letter to a column in my entire
life, but I was infuriated over the
answer you gave "Repented in Oregon" about her tarnished reputation. (I'm assuming it must be a
female because males don't get bad
reputations for promiscuity.)
I was once a "tarnished teen"
with low self-esteem. I find it ridiculous that you'd say it would be more
effective to start over elsewhere
Isn't that considered running azay
from your problems? I didn't neMto
move to a new location to get the
respect I now have and deserve.
Not that it was an easy road. It
took a long time to learn to love and
respect myself. My advice to
"Repented" would be, "Believe in
yourself."

LOOKING BACK

ior. I'm a different person than I
Ten years ago
was years ago; I feel compassion
Glendale Road Church of Christ
for others. I'm finally free of selfhave dedication ceremonies
will
loathing.
Your advice sounded like for its new building at 2 p.m. on
"Repented" should feel shame for March 12.
her past. Our society holds women
In the First Regional High
by a different standard than men. I School Boys Basketball Tournament
find it hard to believe she's the only Graves County beat Calloway
person in that community who has
Hickman County beat
done something she regrets. If peo- County and
scorer for CalHigh
Oak.
Lone
ple treat her badly, she should
remember that it says more about loway was Benji Kelly.
Births reported include a boy
who they are than who she is.
FORGAVE MYSELF, to Cynthia and Daniel Robbins, a
GREAT FALLS, MONT. girl to Dorothy and Gary Oliver
and a boy to Lisa and Edward

AVID READER
DEAR AVID READER: It will
please you to know that I have
been bombarded with mail from
readers who disagreed with my
answer. Many said that since
the girl has repented, the matter is now between her and
God, and she should hold her
head up with pride and ride it
out. Read on for a letter that
shows particular insight:

DEAR ABBY: Your reply to
"Repented" was sexist and old-fashioned. The reality is that none of us
would like to be judged by what we
did when we were younger. All of us

DEAR FORGAVE MYSELF: If
my advice sounded like "Repented" should feel shame for
her past, it was not intentional.
She has my sympathy. If she
wishes to remain where she is
— and people can see that she
has changed her lifestyle — she
may eventually rebuild her reputation. But it will take a long
time, and she said that she is
now practically friendless.
I thought she was asking
how to start over. That is why I
told her that starting over in a
new location would be easier,
faster and probably more
effective.

Mazurek, March 7.

Twenty years ago
Calloway County Board of Education named Ray L. Dunn as
principal of Southwest Elementary
School to succeed Roy Cothran
who was named principal of the
county middle school now under
construction.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lanny Elkins,
Feb. 7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Thomas Key, Feb. 18; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Robertson,
Feb. 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Fowler, March 6; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Hale, March
8.

Thirty years ago
Bill Bailey, James Puckett and
Paul Bailey were winners at the
Western Kentucky Barrow Show
and Carcass Contest at the Murray State University Agriculture Lab
Farm.
Army Sp.4 Ronald E. Bumphis
fired expert with the M-14 rifle
in training with the U.S. Army in

have done things that we regret,
but our lives go on. Those who con-

However, the disorder can be rapidly
recognized with a blood test that measures the amount of carbon monoxide
that is attached to hemoglobin.
Treatment with a 100 percent oxygen

demn us for our past actions are not
behaving with compassion and
should be ignored.
George Sand said, "There are no
more thorough prudes than those
who have some little secret to hide."

I know this to be true. After I was
raped, I was promiscuous for a year.
I refused to acknowledge what had
happened to me or what I was doing
to myself. After I married, I began
acting like a prude, judging others,

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS

aler &
good
3 after

8 A.M.-NOON
Monday-Friday 7-5
New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Town
Cooper *Free Mount and
Computer Balance

spreading malicious gossip and acting the part of a chaste woman. But
deep down I hated myself.

I finally went into therapy.
Although I'm not proud of what I
did all those years ago, I understand now that I was surviving the
only way I knew how. I now feel

USE TIRE
WAREHO
400 Industrial Rd.

IC.

753-1111

RHEI

more regret for how I treated others
when I gossiped and judged than
about my past promiscuous behav-

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

its
CATHY
Etad)

7

WHAT WAS

LYDIA WEARt NG
WHEN SHE
DUMPED 40U,
IRVING

REALL'i OvER ?...SORT OF
OVER ?... OR IS SHE TRYING

fIEUEVE ME, IRVING,
SHE CHOSE HER DUMPING
CLOTHES AS CAREFULL4 AS
AN1 CLIDiES 110 HER LIFE
ID MAKE SURE `ICU C7OT

FOR THE INAMOND RINCr 7?

THE RIGHT NESSAGE!

VOU SHOULD. A WOIPIANIS
DUMPING OUTFIT TELLS
YOU EUERNTHiNG f. IS IT
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ANYMORE"
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3EANS... OR
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?
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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.. AND LASTLY, WE FLAMBE
OUR SOUFFLE WITH AN
ACETYLENE TORCH!
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I'M NOT 60ING TO SCHOOL
TODAY. 6IVE THIS HOMEWORK
TO MY TEACHER WILL YOU 7

WELL,IT'S
DARK UNDER
HERE
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Wildflicken, Germany.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Burkeen,
March 3; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Noel Hendrix, March 6; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Carlton, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Paschall
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Baker, March 7.
Forty years ago
Murray Girl Scouts are exhibiting living window displays at Western Auto Store during National
Girl Scout Week.
Roy Weatherly, James Ott and
James Futrell will be instructors
for the life saving course being
held at the Murray State College
Pool.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Kirks, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barnes, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Carraway
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Maupin.
Fifty years ago

Murray is one of four cities in
Kentucky to be awarded a certificate
of merit by the National Fire Protection Association International
for "educational activities concluded during Fire Prevention
Week," according to Murray Fire
Chief W.O. Spencer.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament Murray High beat Symsonia 53 to 52
and Tilghman beat Sedalia 33 to
29. High team scorers were Bobby
Hargis for Murray, H. McManus
for Symsonia, Price for Tilghman
and B. Norsworthy for Sedalia.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Today is Thursday, March 11,
the 70th day of 1999. There are
squeeze is best solved by training 295 days left in the year.
North dealer.
oneself to think in terms of a
Neither side vulnerable.
Today's Highlight in History:
squeeze whenever there is only
NORTH
On March 11, 1942, as Japanone loser left.
•Q 1098
ese forces continued to advance
In today's deal,after West leads
•A K 2
in the Pacific during World War
the king of diamonds and shifts to
•Q4 2
II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur left
the queen of hearts, declarer notes
+4 3 2
Philippines for Australia, vowthe
(No. 11 that his only remaining
EAST
WEST
"I shall return." He did, nearing:
observes
also
He
heart.
a
is
loser
+54
•2
years later.
three
ly
(No.2)that West,having bid hearts,
V8
•Q J 10 9 7 5
date:
this
On
as
suit
guard
that
to
forced
be
will
7
3
•109 6 5
•AKJ
In 1810, Emperor Napoleon of
well as the ace of diamonds. De4J 9 8 5
910 7 6
clarer also sees(No. 3)that the ace France was married by proxy to
SOUTH
of hearts will eventually act as an Archduchess Marie Louise of Aus•A K J 7 6 3
entry card to dummy.
V643
tria.
Declarer therefore wins the
•8
In 1861, the Confederate conqueen of hearts with the king, vention in Montgomery. Ala., adopt• KQ
plays five rounds of trumps and ed a constitution.
The bidding:
South West cashes three clubs. At this point his
North East
In 1888, the famous "Blizzard
2•
hand consists of a trump and two of'88" struck the northeastern Unit1•
Pass
Pass
Pass hearts, while dummy has the A-2 of
4+
Pass
3•
ed States, resulting in some 400
hearts and queen ofdiamonds. West
6•
Pass
4•
deaths.
Opening lead— king ofdiamonds. has the J-10 of hearts and ace of
In 1941, President Roosevelt
The chief components of a diamonds.
The squeeze card, South's last signed into law the Lend-Lease
squeeze, the most dramatic and
most satisfying play in bridge,-are trump, is led, and West is a goner. Bill.,providing war supplies to
Whether he discards a heart or a countries fighting the Axis.
three in number:
In 1954, the U.S. Army charged
1. The declarer must have all diamond, declarer scores the last
that Wisconsin Sen. Joseph R.
the remaining tricks but one (ex- two tricks.
The necessity for all three com- McCarthy and his subcommittee's
cept in rare cases).
2. One of the defenders must ponents to exist can easily be illus- chief counsel, Roy Cohn, had exertbe saddled with the burden of hav- trated if we change West's opening ed pressure to obtain favored treatlead to the queen of hearts.
ing to guard two (or more) suits.
ment for Pvt. G. David Schine, a
As soon as he gets in with a
3. Declarer must have commuconsultant to the subcomformer
nication with the opposite hand at diamond, West leads the jack of
mittee.
the point thesqueeze card is played. hearts to remove dummy's entry
In 1959, the Lorraine HansberThere are other factors that and thereby prevent the squeeze
drama "A Raisin in the Sun"
ry
deThis
developing.
from
position
situamay pertain to a squeeze
tion, but the three given cover the fense is effective because commu- opened at New York's Ethel Bargreat majority of cases. The prob- nication with dummy is severed by rymore Theater.
lem of how to recognize a potential the two heart leads.
In 1965, the Rev. James J. Reeb,
a white minister from Boston, died
after being beaten by whites durCROSSWORDS
ing civil rights disturbances in
Selma, Ala.
Renta
ACROSS
34 Winter
Answer to Previous Puzzle
vehicle
1 Astrological

How to Execute a Squeeze

36 Mans name
38 A Jackson
40 Seaweed
substance
42 Relaxes
45 Bustling
excitement
47 Arabian
seaport
49 District in
Germany
50 Ireland
52 Profound
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55 Artificial
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59 Stone ID
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et al
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66 Funeral car
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Yearly
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23 Football pos
24 Above
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38 Former boxer
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Students participate in music competition

SCOTT HOLBROOK

Holbrook to
go to Europe

Sixty-two students from Murray Middle School recently participated in the First District Music
Educator's Solo and Ensemble Festival.
"I am very appreciative of the
opportunity this festival offers our
students to challenge themselves
on an individual and small ensemble basis," said director Beth Stribling. "So much of what we do
involves the band as a whole, in
the large group, this is the only
opportunity for most students to
see success with an individual or
small group effort."
-The ratings are indicative of
the effort these students have put
into preparing for this festival. We
are proud of their success," said
Director John Stroube.
These students spend many
weeks preparing solo and small
group performances.
"Some students spent every night
of the last two weeks at the bandroom putting on the finishing
touches to their pieces," Stribling
said.
On March 6 these students from
the Murray Middle band program
performed for a judge who rated
their performances as distinguished,
proficient, apprentice or novice.
Students from Murray Middle

Scott Holbrook, son of Ms. Kim
Williams of 702 Broad St., Murray, has been accepted as a member of the 1999 Spirit of America National Honor Band for its
22nd annual performing tour of
Europe.
He will be representing the city
of Murray as an emissary to the
people of Western Europe. Holbrook was chosen on the basis of
maturity, performance, and the ability to represent the best of American youth.
Also the band will perform for
The Mayfield/Graves County An
the diplomatic community as well Guild will sponsor the sixth annuas for thousands of people in Gene- al juried youth art competition to
va, Switzerland, on the Fourth of be held beginning on March 30.
July at a celebration hosted by
YOUTHFUL IMPRESSIONS
the American Club of Geneva.
'99 is open to all Western KenHolbrook will join other selecttucky-area middle and high school
ed students from across the Unit- students. Awards of $50 will be
ed States to rehearse for five days;
given for the best works in both
then go by airplane for 14 days
age groups for 2-D and 3-D art
of touring and performing.
works. Ribbons and other special
Holbrook plays tenor sax for
juror's awards will also be given.
the Calloway County High School
Deadline for entry is 1 p.m
Band, directed by Gary Mullins._
March 27. Artwork may be entered
He was chosen as one of 220 of
during regular gallery hours
the 3000 who auditioned for the
between March 13 and 27. Gallery
All-State Band, and All-District
hours are 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m..
Honor Band being first chair out
Tuesday through Friday, and 10 a.m.
of 13 counties.
to 1 p.m. Saturday.
He is also on the Speech. SocAn entry fee of $2.50 for each
cer and Academic Teams at Calpiece will be collected when the
loway High. He was named to
artwork is brought to the gallery.
Who's Who Among American High
YOUTHFUL IMPRESSIONS '99
School Students and the National
will be on display between March
Honor Society; is an Eagle Scout;
30 and April 30. Student tours are
received National Merit Awards
encouraged.
for Math and English; and is cred-\\ Debi Danielson will be the juror
ited as a BSA and Red Cross life
for this year's exhibition. She
guard.
received her master's of fine arts
After high school graduation.
degree in painting and drawing at
Holbrook plans to attend the Air
the University of Tennessee,
Force Academy where he can purKnoxville. She teaches as adjunct
sue a career as a pilot, and is
faculty at Murray State Universialso interested in working for
ty and is the painting instructor
NASA as a physicist.
for MSU's Summer Art Workshop
Any person interested in spon- for high school students.
soring or otherwise helping him
Entry forms are available at the
with his expenses may contact the
Ice House at North and Eighth
Housing Authority of Murray and streets, (P.O. Box 5132) Mayfield.
ask for Faye @ 753-5000, or mail For more information,
contact the
to P.O. Box 1464, Murray, KY Guild at 247-6971.
42071.

Youth art to
be featured

•

Christian ballet company
to perform March 23
Ballet Magnificat!, the first full- but, Steve Green and the Missistime professional ballet company sippi Mass Choir.
The company performs over 80
ever formed with the purpose of
sharing the gospel, will perform times annually across the 'United
States and Canada. Invitations have
March 23, at Lovett Auditorium.
The performance, sponsored by been received from all over the
New Life Christian Bookstore, will world for the tour company to
begin at 7 p.m. and will feature travel as missionaries.
Dancers include former members
music from Bob Farrell and Greg
of Les Ballet Jazz de Montreal,
Nelson's "Saviour.'
Ballet
Theatre,
Admission to the performance Indianapolis
is free. A love offering will be Spokane Ballet, Pittsburgh Ballet
taken the night of the perform- Theatre. Oldenburgishes Staatstheance to cover the group's expens- ater of West Germany, Eternia
Dance Theatre of Sweden and State
es.
Kathy Thibodeaux. a silver Theatre of Czech Republic.
Ballet Magnificat! has a school
medalist at the second USA International Ballet Competition, found- of the arts based in Jackson, Miss.,
ed Ballet Magnificat! in 1986 to with an enrollment of over 400
pursue excellence in the arts and students, which provides quality
training in classical ballet technique.
reclaim them for the church.
The troupe has been featured They promise a program that will
several times on the 700 Club and appeal to all ages and is suitable
have been guests at the Christian for the entire family.
Information regarding Ballet
Music Artists' Seminar in Estes
Park, Co. They are featured in Magnificat! can be found on-line
Dove Award winner Twila Paris's at http://oscarteclink.net/-bmag.
People requesting additional
video, "God Is In Control."
Their repertoire includes ballets information about the performance
set to music by Christian artists should contact Karen Welch at
such as Sandi Patti, Twila Paris, New Life Christian Bookstore at
Michael Card, John Michael Tal- (502) 753-1622 or 753-1640.

received 62 ratings of distinguished,
24 ratings of proficient and two
ratings of apprentice.
Students who received a rating
of distinguished on their solo performance were: flute - Rachel Klapper (6), Kaci Carpenter (6), Megan
Black (7), Heather Waters (7),
Christine Bailey (8), Holly Gibbs
(8) and Elizabeth Johnson (8);
oboe - Sarah Simmons (8); bassoon - Brett Brown (7) and Elizabeth Leggett (8);
clarinet - Sarah Polivick (6),
Savannah Colson (6), and Amy Page
(8); bass clarinet - Carmen Lyons
(7) and Gina Pfannerstill (8); saxophone - Stephanie Bailey (6),
Mandy Haugen (6), Chris Bradley
(7), Nathan McCoy (7), Angela
Oliver (8), and James Williams
(8);
trumpet - Bobby Banks (7) and
Todd Broker (8); French horn Heather Ferguson (6), John Morgan (6), Daniel Runnels (7) and
Kate Farrell (8); trombone - Yannick Jones (7), Allison Cross (8),
John Trevathan (8), Shannon Shelby (8) and Gaston France (8);
baritone - Jake Steelnach (6) and
Adam Morgan (8);
tuba - Tripp McCuiston (6);
snare - Seth Darnell (6), Max

Bishop (6), Will Rail (7), Sam
Trevathan (7) and Brittany Morgan (7); timpani - Allison Kipphut (7), Sam Trevathan (7) and
Brittany Morgan (7);
mallets - Brittany Morgan (7),
Sam Trevathan (7), Allison Kipphut (7), and Will Rall (7).
Students who received a rating
of distinguished on an ensemble
performance were: flute duet Holly Gibbs (8) with Julie Gibbs
(10) Flute trio: Elizabeth Johnson
(8), Holly Gibbs(8)and Katie Smith
(8);
as members of the flute choir
- Katie Smith (8), Holly Gibbs
(8), Jessica Miller (8) Audrey Ferguson (8) and Heather Waters (7);
flute/clarinet duet - Heather Waters
(7) and Amber Voorhies (8);
flute/oboe duet - Christine Bailey (8) and Sarah Simmons (8);
clarinet duet - Melissa Lowe
(8) and Amber Voorhies (8); as
members of a clarinet choir - Amy
Page (8), Amber Voorhies (8),
Melissa Lowe (8), Heather Coombs
(8), Gina Pfannerstill (8), Carmen
Lyons (7), Christie Stalls (7);
bass clarinet/bare sax duet - Gina
Pfannerstill (8) and James Williams
(8); as members of a sax choir Angela Oliver (8). James Williams

(8) and Nathan McCoy (7); tenor
sax/French horn/baritone trio Nathan McCoy (7), Daniel Runnels (7), and Adam Morgan (7);
woodwind quintets- Katie Smith
(8), Holly Gibbs (8), Amy Page
(8), Angela Oliver (8), Brett Brown
(7), Christine Bailey (8), Sarah
Simmons (8), Amber Voorhies (8),
Kate Farrell (8), and Elizabeth
Leggett (8);
as members of a horn choir Kate Farrell (8), Daniel Runnels
(7), and Lauren Clemson (7);
as members of a trombone
choir - Allison Cross (8), John
Trevathan (8), Shannon Shelby (8),
Gaston France (8) and Yannick
Jones (7); and as members of a
percussion ensemble - Sam Trevathan (7), Will Rall (7), Brittany
Morgan (7), Allison Kipphut (7),
Yannick Jones (7) and Stephanie
Woods (8).
Students who received a rating
of proficient on a solo performance were: flute - Jennifer Crawford (7), Audrey Ferguson (8), and
Katie Smith (8); clarinet - Samantha Stanley (7), Lisa Kosmider
(7), Christie Stalls (7), Amber
Voorhies (8), Melissa Lowe (8),
Heather Coombs (8);
alto sax - Emi McFarlen (6),

Derek Nance (6), Taylor Cooper
(6) and Brandy Hayes (8); trumpet - Mark Adkins (7): horn Brian Nixon; trombone - Logan
Schwettman (6); snare - Allison
Kipphut (7); and timpani Stephanie Woods (8).
Students who received a rating
of proficient on an ensemble performance were: flute/clarinet duet
- Jennifer Crawford (7)and Christie
Stalls (7), flute/clarinet trio - Katie
Smith (8), Holly Gibbs (8) and
Amy Page (8);
clarinet trio - Amber Voorhies
(8), Amy Page (8), and Michelle
Banks (10); as members of a double reed ensemble - Elizabeth
Leggett (8) and Brett Brown (7);
as a member of a trumpet choir
- Bobby Banks (7); and as members of a low brass ensemble Allison Cross (8), Adam Morgan
(7) and John Mateja (7).
Stephanie Woods's (8) received
a rating of apprentice on a snare
solo as well as Will Rail (7) on
a timpani solo.
Elizabeth Bogal-Albritten, a
sixth-grader at Murray Middle
School, participated in solo and
ensemble with a solo performance
on violin for which she received
a distinguished rating.

Factory Authorized Sale
Semiannual Floor Sample Clearance
Factory Authorized Savings!

Blow Out OfAll Excess Inventory
All Thomasville At

Thomasville®

25% TO 404--OFF
All Floor Sample
Closeouts Now

HALF PRICE

Guaranteed Lowest
Factory Authorized Price

ALL
BROYHILL
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39% To
44% Off

Choose From_ Bedrooms,
Dining Rooms, Wall Units,
Entertainment Centers & More!

, •

HALF PRICE

On All Floor Sample Closeouts!

Save At All 3 Locations...UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY

25% To 45% Off
NO PAYMENTS
NO INTEREST
For
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o

ALL FLOOR
SAMPLE
CLOSEOUT
D

HALF PRICE!!!

floral stripe

medium dark

Retail S975

)
4y

Closeout Sofas

1/2 Price

Hickory Hill Sofa

697

Sealy
Klaussner
Simmons
Kincaid
G.E.
Cochrane

Penn House
6 piece Bedroom

Thomasville
Winter Sale

$477

solid maple

All

Thomasville
39% to
748 44% Off

Retail $6549

yellow

rust/tan plaid

Thomasville Leather
Chair & Ottoman
black

Closeout Heddile,2

1/2 Price

899

Retail S1.1 -2's

Fsero.m

4nly

Sectionals
Love Seats
Living Room

1/2 Price

$3 243

Lane Queen Sleep Sofa

Retail $1.449

Sofas
Bedroom
Recliners
Bedding
Dining Room
Gun Cabinets
Home Office
Appliances

I ,ane Recliner.

La-Z-Boy Reclining Sofa

Vinyl Sofa & Loveseat
feels like leather. 2 piece
Retail S1.438

I4,,.11.m ()oily

Long
Months!

Choose from twin, full, queen or king!
Twin as low as $199 for the set!
Stanley Twin Headboard
& Footboard

Lane
Thomasville
Broyhill
Henredon
La-Z-boy

Broyhill Cocktail
oak, round

$179

'544

Ashley Sofa & Loveseat

Closeout Chairs

cream color

1/2 Price

'949

PAY
MONTHS
TO
TAKE
UP
TO
36
No Payment & No Interest For 6 Months! O.A.C.
Mark Shelby
60
Paducah.

Is The #1 Goal Of
Our Sales Team!

Rosalie Neel\
111th Strut

Paducah. k
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FUITURE

SUPERCENTeR 3801 Hinkleville Road
WE Can Help You Sell
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Your Old Furniture'
1-800-788-6224
Paducah, KY 442-4455 •
449 South 16th Street
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-5 • Friday 10305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224

Design
Assistance
Avanab4e

451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
rypocutlit wwwAtiffismotwripeurgeowlaw.44.
••••
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